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Consistency of Linear Forecasts in a Nonlinear
Stochastic Economy
Cars Hommes, Gerhard Sorger, and Florian Wagener

Abstract The notion of consistent expectations equilibrium is extended to
economies that are described by a nonlinear stochastic system. Agents in the model
do not know the nonlinear law of motion and use a simple linear forecasting rule to
form their expectations. Along a stochastic consistent expectations equilibrium
(SCEE), these expectations are correct in a linear statistical sense, i.e., the
unconditional mean and autocovariances of the actual (but unknown) nonlinear
stochastic process coincide with those of the linear stochastic process on which the
agents base their beliefs. In general, the linear forecasts do not coincide with the
true conditional expectation, but an SCEE is an ‘approximate rational expectations
equilibrium’ in the sense that forecasting errors are unbiased and uncorrelated.
Adaptive learning of SCEE is studied in an overlapping generations framework.
Keywords Bounded rationality • Expectation formation • Consistent expectations • Sample autocorrelation learning • Path dependence

1 Introduction
Modeling the formation of expectations is a crucial step in every dynamic economic
theory. Agents base their consumption, production, and investment decisions upon
expectations or beliefs about future prices and quantities. These decisions affect
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the current and future market equilibrium outcomes which, in turn, are taken into
account when new expectations are formed. A dynamic market economy is thus an
expectations feedback system.
In the 1930s, simple habitual rule of thumb forecasting rules such as naive or
adaptive expectations were popular in modeling the formation of expectations. An
important problem with using such simple, mechanical forecasting rules is that the
agents make systematic mistakes, i.e., their forecasting errors are biased and/or
autocorrelated. This means that the use of these simple forecasting rules can only
be justified if the agents are assumed to act irrationally, because any rational agent
would learn from systematic forecasting errors, adapt his behavior, and change his
forecasting rule accordingly. This type of argument against habitual rule of thumb
forecasting rules was used, e.g., by Muth (1961) in his pioneering paper introducing
the rational expectations hypothesis. Since its application to macroeconomics
by Lucas (1971) and others, this hypothesis has become the predominant paradigm
in expectation formation in economics. It postulates that an agent’s subjective
forecast of a future variable equals the true (mathematical) expectation of that
variable conditional upon all available information (including economic theory).
Thus, a rational expectations equilibrium (REE) can be considered as a fixed point
of the expectations feedback system. Forecasting errors in an REE do not have any
exploitable structure.
This paper argues that, in an unknown nonlinear stochastic environment, simple
(linear) forecasting rules need not be irrational but may in fact be consistent
with observations in a linear statistical sense. We extend the notion of consistent
expectations equilibrium, developed by Hommes and Sorger (1998), to nonlinear
stochastic dynamic economic models. The key feature of a stochastic consistent
expectations equilibrium (SCEE) is that agents’ expectations about endogenous
variables are consistent with the actual realizations of these variables in the sense
that the unconditional mean and auto-covariances of the unknown nonlinear stochastic process, which describes the actual behavior of the economy, coincide with the
unconditional mean and auto-covariances of the linear stochastic process agents
believe in. Along an SCEE, the endogenous variable may be autocorrelated (with
the same autocorrelation structure as the linear forecasting rule), but forecasting
errors are uncorrelated. In other words, along an SCEE, agents do make mistakes
but these mistakes are not systematic. If agents were using linear statistical tests,
they would not be able to distinguish between the (true) nonlinear stochastic law
of motion and their (perceived) linear stochastic model. As a consequence, agents
would have no reason to deviate from their simple linear forecasting rule and,
therefore, the situation qualifies as an equilibrium. Stated differently, an SCEE is
an ‘approximate rational expectations equilibrium’ because forecasting errors are
unbiased and uncorrelated.
There are situations in which an SCEE qualifies also as an REE. This happens for
example in a so-called steady state SCEE, in which the endogenous variable follows
an i.i.d. random process. In general, however, an SCEE does not coincide with an
REE, since the true conditional expectation of the unknown nonlinear stochastic
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law of motion is not equal to the linear perceived law of motion (i.e., the linear
forecasting rule employed by the agents). An important difference between the
notion of SCEE and REE is that, in the former, the agents do not need to have any
knowledge about the underlying market equilibrium equations. In other words, an
SCEE is a fixed point of the expectations feedback system in terms of the observable
sample average and sample autocorrelations.
In an earlier paper, Hommes and Sorger (1998), we introduced the notion
of consistent expectations equilibrium (CEE) in a deterministic framework and
studied three types of CEE: steady state CEE, 2-cycle CEE, and chaotic CEE. The
concept of CEE may be seen as a formalization of the notion of a self-fulfilling
mistake introduced by Grandmont (1998), where agents incorrectly believe that the
economy follows a stochastic process whereas the actual dynamics is generated
by a deterministic chaotic process which is indistinguishable from the former
(stochastic) process by linear statistical tests; see also Sorger (1998) and Hommes
(1998). Sögner and Mitlöhner (2002) applied the CEE concept to a standard asset
pricing model. Hommes and Rosser (2001) investigate CEE in an optimal fishery
management model and use numerical methods to study adaptive learning of CEE
in the presence of dynamic noise.
The present paper may be viewed as an extension of the concept of CEE to a
stochastic framework. It studies SCEE for models of the form pt D F .pteC1 ; t /,
where pt represents the endogenous variable (henceforth we shall refer to that
variable as the price) at date t; pteC1 is the expected price for period t C 1; .t /C1
t D0
is an i.i.d. random process with mean zero, and F is a continuous function.
The overlapping generations model (OG-model) and the standard present value
asset pricing model are well known examples. In a pioneering paper, Grandmont
(1985) showed that in a standard version of the OG-model, when the offer curve
is sufficiently backward bending, infinitely many periodic and even chaotic REE
exist.1 We study sample autocorrelation learning (SAC-learning) in this OG-model,
that is, an adaptive learning process in which agents update the parameters of their
perceived law of motion – a linear AR(1) model – according to the observations
of the sample mean and the sample autocorrelations. We find that, in Grandmont’s
specification of the OG-model, only steady state SCEE and ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE
occur as long run outcomes under SAC-learning. Thus, even in an economy in
which infinitely many (chaotic) perfect foresight equilibria exist, boundedly rational
agents, who search for an optimal linear forecasting rule, learn to coordinate on one
of these simple equilibria.
Branch and McGough (2005) show the existence of (first order) SCEE for a
class of nonlinear stochastic processes and numerically investigate their stability
under real time adaptive learning. In a recent paper, Hommes and Zhu (2011) study
existence of SCEE and their stability under adaptive learning in linear stochastic

1
The model in Grandmont (1985) is deterministic such that REE are actually perfect foresight
equilibria.
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models driven by autocorrelated processes, with agent using a simple univariate
linear forecasting rule. They also emphasize a behavioral interpretation of SCEE
and learning.
Our work fits well into the recent literature on bounded rationality, expectations
formation, and learning, as discussed extensively in Sargent (1993, 1999) and Evans
and Honkapohja (2001). In contrast to fully rational agents, it is assumed that
boundedly rational agents do not know market equilibrium equations, but that they
base their beliefs only upon time series observations. For example, the agents might
compute their expectations from actual time series observations in the past by
ordinary least squares regressions; see, e.g., Bray (1982), Bray and Savin (1986),
and Marcet and Sargent (1989). Under this assumption it may or may not be the
case that the asymptotic outcome of such a learning process is an REE. Our SCEE
may be seen as an example of a misspecification equilibrium, where agents try to
find an optimal linear forecast in an unknown nonlinear world. It may also be viewed
as an example of a Restricted Perceptions Equilibrium (RPE), as defined by Evans
and Honkapohja (2001), formalizing the idea that agents have misspecified beliefs,
but within the context of their forecasting model they are unable to detect their
misspecification. See Branch (2006) for an excellent survey, arguing that the RPE is
a natural alternative to rational expectation equilibrium.
The concepts of CEE and SCEE are also related to quasi rational expectations introduced in Nerlove, Grether, and Carvalho (1979, Chap. XIII), where the
expectations about both exogenous and endogenous variables are given by those
predictors which minimize the mean squared prediction errors in an ARIMA
model. However, our focus is on the expectations feedback and on the consistency
between linear expectations and a nonlinear actual law of motion. Other recent
work related to bounded rationality and expectation formation includes the rational
belief equilibria in Kurz (1994), the pseudo rational learning in Marcet and
Nicolini (2003), the expectational stability and adaptive learning rules in Evans and
Honkapohja (1994, 1995), the perfect predictors in Böhm and Wenzelburger (1999),
and the adaptive rational equilibrium dynamics in Brock and Hommes (1997, 1998).
Instability of adaptive learning processes has been investigated, e.g., by Bullard
(1994), Schönhofer (1999), and Tuinstra and Wagener (2007).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main concepts, i.e.,
CEE, SCEE, and SAC-learning. Section 3 presents examples of (deterministic)
CEE. Section 4 discusses the relation between SCEE and REE. This section also
states the main theorem, that along an SCEE forecasting errors are always unbiased
and uncorrelated. Moreover, it is shown that first order non-steady state SCEE exist
under fairly general conditions. Section 5 investigates adaptive learning of CEE and
SCEE in two different specifications of the OG-model with and without noise. An
intuitive graphical analysis of the SAC-learning process is given, showing that the
learning process may exhibit path dependence that may lead to (two) different long
run outcomes. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes.
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2 Conceptual Framework
This section introduces the main concepts of the paper. We start by reviewing
some background material and by presenting a motivating example. Then we define
deterministic CEE, stochastic CEE, and SAC-learning.

2.1 An Example
Consider a continuous map of a compact interval into itself, say, f W Œa; b 7! Œa; b,
where a and b are real numbers with a < b. Such a map defines a deterministic
dynamical system through the difference equation
pt D f .pt 1 /:

(1)

Given any initial state p0 2 Œa; b, (1) determines a unique trajectory .pt /C1
t D0 .
Deterministic dynamical systems and their possible complicated, chaotic behavior
have been explored in great detail; see, e.g., Devaney (1989). For our purpose,
the so-called ergodic approach to dynamical system will be the most relevant one
because it highlights the statistical, or probabilistic properties of the trajectories; see,
e.g., Lasota and Mackey (1985, 1994). To get started, we shall therefore introduce
some of the basic concepts of the ergodic approach and illustrate them by means of
a simple example.
Suppose that a probability measure  on the set Œa; b is given, and that the
initial state p0 is drawn randomly according to that measure. In that case, (1)
defines a stochastic process with the peculiar feature that, conditional on p0 , the
process is deterministic. The probability measure  is said to be invariant under f ,
if .f 1 .B// D .B/ holds for all measurable sets B  Œa; b, where f 1 .B/ D
fp 2 Œa; b j f .p/ 2 Bg. If  is invariant under f and p0 is drawn according to ,
then it follows that for every t  0 the unconditional distribution of pt is given by
, and that the stochastic process defined by (1) is stationary. It has been shown that,
for every dynamical system defined by a continuous map from a compact interval
to itself, there exists at least one invariant probability measure. In general, there will
exist many such measures.
Of particular interest are so-called ergodic measures. The measure  is ergodic
under f if, for every measurable set B  Œa; b which satisfies f 1 .B/DB, it holds
that either .B/ D 0 or .B/ D 1. To explain the importance of ergodic invariant
measures let us denote the j -th iterate of f by f .j / , that is, f .j / is the map f composed with itself j times. The ergodic theorem says that, for every probability measure  which is ergodic and invariant under f and for every integrable function g,
the equation
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Z
T
1 X
.j /
lim
g.f .p0 // D
g.p/ d.p/
T !C1 T C 1
Œa;b
j D0
holds for -almost all initial states p0 . In other words, the time average of the
function g along the trajectory of (1) starting in p0 coincides with the space average
of g with respect to the measure . In particular, the time averages are constant
(i.e., independent of the initial state p0 ) on a set of full -measure. This property is
especially useful if the probability measure  is absolutely continuous with respect
to Lebesgue measure because in that case it follows that any property that holds on
a set of -measure 1 automatically holds for Lebesgue-almost all initial values p0 .
Finally, let us define the sample average and the sample autocorrelation coefficients of a trajectory generated by the dynamical system (1).2 The sample average
along the trajectory starting in p0 is defined as
1 X
1 X .t /
pt D lim
f .p0 /;
T !1 T C 1
T !1 T C 1
t D0
t D0
T

T

p.p
N 0 / D lim

(2)

and the sample autocorrelation coefficient at lag j  0 along this trajectory is
defined by
cj;T .p0 /
;
(3)
j .p0 / D lim
T !1 c0;T .p0 /
where
cj;T .p0 / D

T j
1 X
Œpt  p.p
N 0 /Œpt Cj  p.p
N 0 /
T C 1 t D0

T j
1 X .t /
D
Œf .p0 /  p.p
N 0 /Œf .t Cj /.p0 /  p.p
N 0 /:
T C 1 t D0

We are now ready to present an example that will help us explain certain features
of CEE and SCEE. To this end, let us define the (asymmetric) tent map Tˇ;Œa;b W
Œa; b 7! Œa; b by
8
2
1Cˇ
ˆ
ˆ
.x  a/ C a if a  x  a C
.b  a/;
<
1
C
ˇ
2
Tˇ;Œa;b .x/ D
1Cˇ
ˆ 2
.b  x/ C a if a C
.b  a/ < x  b;
:̂
1ˇ
2
where a; b, and ˇ are real numbers satisfying a < b and ˇ 2 .1; 1/. Figure 1
shows the graph of the tent map for different values of ˇ. Note that Tˇ;Œa;b is

2

See, e.g., Box, Jenkins, and Reinsel (1994) for a discussion of these definitions.
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Fig. 1 Graphs of Tˇ;Œa;b for ˇ D 0:7 (top left), ˇ D 0 (top right), and ˇ D 0:7 (bottom). The
geometric construction of trajectories starting at a given initial state is also shown

piecewise linear and continuous, and that it is uniformly expanding, that is, the
absolute value of its slope has a lower bound that is greater than 1. The figure also
shows trajectories generated by the corresponding dynamical system
pt D Tˇ;Œa;b .pt 1 /

(4)

for different initial values p0 .
It is well known that the dynamical system (4) has a periodic orbit for every
period j  1. If .p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pj / is such a periodic orbit, then we can define a
probability measure  by .B/ D #fp 2 B j p D pi for some i D 1; 2; : : : ; j g=j .
It is straightforward to see that  defined in this way is invariant and ergodic under
Tˇ;Œa;b . Thus, there exist infinitely many invariant and ergodic probability measures
for (4). It is also straightforward to prove that the uniform distribution on Œa; b is an
invariant and ergodic probability measure for (4). As a matter of fact, the uniform
distribution on Œa; b is the unique invariant probability measure for (4) which is both
ergodic and absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.3 Denoting

3

Dynamical systems which are uniformly expanding – such as (4) – typically have ‘nice’ invariant
probability measures; see, e.g., Lasota and Mackey (1985).
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the uniform distribution on Œa; b by , it has been shown by Sakai and Tokumaru
(1980) that
Z
p d.p/ D .a C b/=2

(5)

Œa;b

and
Z

.j /

Œa;b

ŒTˇ;Œa;b .p/  .a C b/=2Œp  .a C b/=2 d.p/ D

.b  a/2 j
ˇ
12

(6)

for all j  0. Equation 5 shows that the unconditional mean of the stochastic
process defined by the difference equation (4) and the assumption of a uniformly
distributed initial state p0 is given by .a C b/=2. Analogously, (6) shows that the
autocorrelation coefficient at lag j of this process is given by ˇ j . Using these results
and the absolute continuity of  with respect to Lebesgue measure, the ergodic
theorem implies that the following two properties hold.
T1 For Lebesgue-almost all initial states p0 2 Œ0; 1, the sample average of the
trajectory of (4) starting in p0 satisfies p.p
N 0 / D .a C b/=2.
T2 For Lebesgue-almost all initial states p0 2 Œa; b, the sample autocorrelation
coefficient at lag j of the trajectory of (4) starting in p0 satisfies j .p0 / D ˇ j .
Now consider the stochastic AR(1) process
pt D ˛ C ˇ.pt 1  ˛/ C ıt

(7)

where ˛ and ˇ are real numbers, ˇ 2 .1; 1/, and where .ıt /C1
t D0 is an i.i.d.
stochastic process with Eıt D 0 and Eıt2 D ı2 > 0. Furthermore, assume that
p0 is a random variable with Ep0 D ˛ and E.p0  ˛/2 D  2 WD ı2 =.1  ˇ 2 /. Under
these assumptions it follows that the unconditional first and second moments of pt
exist for all t and that they are given by Ept D ˛ and E.pt  ˛/.pt Cj  ˛/ D  2 ˇ j .
In other words, the unconditional first and second moments of the AR(1) process
are stationary, the mean is ˛, and the autocorrelation coefficient at lag j is ˇ j .4
Comparing these observations with the results stated in (5), (6), (T1) and (T2) above,
we see that the stochastic process (4) with uniformly distributed initial state has
exactly the same unconditional first and second moments as the AR(1) process (7)
with ˛ D .a C b/=2. Note that the latter process involves stochastic shocks ıt in
every period t, whereas the former evolves completely deterministically once the
initial state has been selected.
The above results are statements about the means and autocorrelation coefficients
of two stochastic processes. Because of the ergodic theorem, these statements carry
over to the sample averages and sample autocorrelations. More specifically, using

4

Note that stationarity of the first two moments does not necessarily imply stationarity of the
process itself.
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properties T1 and T2 from above it follows that, for Lebesgue-almost all initial
states p0 , the sample average of a trajectory generated by the tent map dynamics (4)
coincides with the unconditional mean of the AR(1) process (7). Analogously, for
Lebesgue-almost all initial states p0 , the sample autocorrelation coefficients of a
trajectory generated by the tent map dynamics (4) coincide with the unconditional
autocorrelation coefficients of the AR(1) process (7). In other words, for an
econometrician who observes only sample means and sample autocorrelations,
the two processes (4) and (7) are indistinguishable. These findings are illustrated
in Fig. 2, which shows 2,000 points of a chaotic time series (top left) generated
by the asymmetric tent map T0:7;Œ0;1 . The sample autocorrelation plot (top right)
looks like the autocorrelation function of an AR(1) process with its exponentially
decreasing autocorrelation pattern. Now assume that we use the linear forecasting
rule pte D ˛ C ˇ.pt 1  ˛/ with ˛ D .a C b/=2 D 0:5 and ˇ D 0:7 to predict the
future evolution of the tent map dynamics. The resulting forecast error in period t
is given by t D pt  pte D pt  Œ˛ C ˇ.pt 1  ˛/. Figure 2 (bottom left) shows
the sample autocorrelation coefficients of these forecast errors. All coefficients are
close to 0, which illustrates the fact that the forecast errors are uncorrelated. We also
fitted an AR(1) model to the chaotic time series and obtained parameter estimates
˛ D 0:483 and ˇ D 0:699. The sample autocorrelation plot (bottom right) of the
residuals of the estimated AR(1) model is close to 0, showing that the residuals are
uncorrelated, too. In fact, the AR(1) model cannot be rejected at the 5% level. To
an observer using linear statistical techniques, deterministic chaos generated by a
tent map is therefore practically indistinguishable from the dynamics of a stochastic
AR(1) process.
Hommes and Sorger (1998) define a CEE for a deterministic economy as a
price sequences for which sample average and sample autocorrelations coincide
with the unconditional mean and autocorrelations of the agents’ perceived law of
motion; see Sect. 2.2 below. Note that the actual dynamics generating the sequence
of prices is linked to the perceived law of motion via the expectations feedback.
Considering the material presented above, a natural way to generalize the CEE
concept is to replace sample average and sample autocorrelation coefficients, which
are defined as time averages, by corresponding values that can be computed as
space averages with respect to an invariant measure. This approach is especially
useful in a stochastic model, because it takes the probabilistic nature of equilibria
better into account and shifts the emphasis away from single time series to the
entire process. Thus, for an SCEE we will require that the unconditional mean
and autocorrelation coefficients under an invariant measure of the law of motion of
the economy coincide with the unconditional mean and autocorrelation coefficients
of the agents’ perceived law of motion. As in the case of CEE, the situation is
complicated by the fact that the two processes (the actual law of motion and
the perceived law of motion) are connected to each other by the expectations
feedback.
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Fig. 2 Two-thousand observations of a chaotic time series generated by the asymmetric tent map
with ˇ D 0:7 (top left), the corresponding sample autocorrelation function (top right), the sample
autocorrelation function of one-period ahead forecasting errors (bottom left), and the sample
autocorrelation function of the residuals of an estimated AR(1) model (bottom right)

2.2 Deterministic CEE
CEE have been introduced in Hommes and Sorger (1998) for the ‘cobweb-type’
model pt D G.pte /. In the present paper, on the other hand, we study the model
pt D G.pteC1 /:

(8)

According to (8), today’s market equilibrium price pt depends on the expected price
pteC1 for tomorrow. Throughout the paper we assume that the map G is continuous.
Typically, it will be a nonlinear function. Equation (8) arises for example in the study
of temporary equilibria in Grandmont (1998), in overlapping generations models
(OG-models), and in standard asset pricing models. In Sect. 5 we will discuss the
OG-model as the main application and, therefore, we refer to (8) as an OG-type
model. In Sect. 2.3 we will generalize equation (8) to a stochastic setting.
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We assume that the agents in the model do not know G and, thus, they are not
able to use knowledge about G in forming their expectations. Instead, they form
expectations based only upon time series observations. More specifically, the agents
know all past prices p0 ; p1 , . . . , pt 1 and use this information in generating the
forecast pteC1 . Notice that the current equilibrium price pt is a function of the next
period’s forecast pteC1 and, consequently, pt is not known to the agents when they
make that forecast.
Suppose the agents believe that the price sequence follows a linear stochastic
process. More specifically, suppose that all agents believe that prices are generated
by the AR(1) process
pt D ˛ C ˇ.pt 1  ˛/ C ıt :
(9)
Here, ˛ and ˇ are real numbers, ˇ 2 .1; 1/, and .ıt /C1
t D0 is a white noise process,
i.e., a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and Eıt2 D ı2 > 0. We
assume that the belief process in (9) has stationary first and second moments which
is the case if and only if Ep0 D ˛ and E.p0  ˛/2 D  2 WD ı2 =.1  ˇ 2 /. As has
been mentioned in Sect. 2.1, this implies that the unconditional mean of pt is given
by ˛ and the autocorrelation coefficient at lag j is given by ˇ j .
We will refer to (9) as the perceived law of motion. Given the perceived law
of motion and knowledge of all prices observed up to period t  1, the unique
2-period ahead forecasting rule for pt C1 that minimizes the mean squared forecasting error is
pteC1 D ˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/:
(10)
The 2-period ahead forecast is thus the unconditional mean price ˛ plus the second
order autocorrelation coefficient ˇ 2 times the latest observed deviation of the price
from its unconditional mean. Given that agents use the linear predictor (10), the
implied actual law of motion becomes
pt D G˛;ˇ .pt 1 / WD G.˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛//:

(11)

Recalling the definitions of the sample average and the sample autocorrelations
of a time series .pt /C1
t D0 from (2)–(3), we are now ready to define a CEE.
C1
Definition 1. A triple f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg, where .pt /t D0 is a sequence of prices and ˛
and ˇ are real numbers, ˇ2Œ1; 1, is called a (deterministic) consistent expectations
equilibrium (CEE) if

C1 the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 satisfies the implied actual law of motion (11),
C2 the sample average p.p
N 0 / of the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 is equal to ˛, and
C3 for the sample autocorrelation coefficients j .p0 / of the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 the
following is true:
j
(a) if .pt /C1
t D0 is a convergent sequence, then sgnŒj .p0 /Dsgn.ˇ / for all
j  1,
j
(b) if .pt /C1
t D0 is not convergent, then j .p0 / D ˇ for all j  1.
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Property C1 simply states that the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 satisfies the equilibrium
equations of the economy, (8), given that the agents use the linear forecasting
rule (10). Condition C2 requires that the sample average of the observed time series
equals the unconditional mean, ˛, of the stochastic AR(1) belief (9). Condition
C3 tries to capture the requirement that the sample autocorrelation coefficients of
the observed time series equal the autocorrelation coefficients of the stochastic
AR(1) belief. A few remarks are in order concerning this condition. First of all,
we allow the parameter ˇ to take values in the closed interval Œ1; 1, that is,
the endpoints 1 and 1 are not excluded. Note that for ˇ D 1 or ˇ D 1, the
autocorrelation coefficients of (9) are not given by ˇ j because the second moments
are not even stationary. Therefore, the interpretation of a CEE as a fixed point
of the expectations feedback in terms of first and second moments is not strictly
true for the boundary points ˇ D 1 and ˇ D 1. On the other hand, what
actually matters for the implied actual law of motion is the linear forecasting rule
(10) and not the underlying stochastic process (9) itself. It will be seen in Sect. 3
that the case ˇ D 1 is of considerable interest as it occurs quite naturally in
so-called 2-cycle CEE. The second remark concerns the distinction made between
convergent time series and nonconvergent ones. If .pt /C1
t D0 does not converge, then
condition C3b requires that the sample autocorrelation coefficients of the actual
prices are exactly the same as the autocorrelation coefficients of the perceived
law of motion. If the price sequence converges, however, we make the weaker
requirement that autocorrelation coefficients of observations and beliefs have the
same sign but not necessarily the same value. A CEE for which the sequence
.pt /C1
t D0 converges will be called a steady state CEE; see Sect. 3 below. The reason
for the weaker consistency requirement for steady state CEE is related to the
singularity of the sample autocorrelation coefficient j .p0 / at any fixed point of
G˛;ˇ . If p0 is such a fixed point, the trajectory starting at p0 must be constant and the
autocorrelation coefficients j .p0 / are not defined.5 For SCEE defined in Sect. 2.3
below, this problem will disappear because the implied actual law of motion will
be a nontrivial stochastic process for which all autocorrelation coefficients are well
defined.
Summarizing, a CEE is a price sequence and an AR(1) belief process such that
expectations are self-fulfilling in terms of the observable sample average and sample
autocorrelations.
For some of our results it will be convenient to define also a weaker equilibrium
concept, which we call k-th order CEE. The only difference to Definition 1 is that
for a k-th order CEE, condition C3 is required to hold only for all j  k. Formally,
we have the following definition.
C1
Definition 2. Let k be a positive integer. A triple f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg, where .pt /t D0
is a sequence of prices and ˛ and ˇ are real numbers, ˇ 2 Œ1; 1, is called a k-th

5

See also Hommes and Sorger (1998, footnote 2).
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order CEE if conditions C1 and C2 from Definition 1 hold and if for the sample
autocorrelation coefficients j .p0 / of the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 the following is true:
(a) if .pt /C1
t D0 is a convergent sequence, then
sgnŒj .p0 / D sgn.ˇ j /
for all j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg,
j
(b) if .pt /C1
t D0 is not convergent, then j .p0 / D ˇ for all j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.

2.3 SCEE
Now suppose that the law of motion is given by the stochastic difference equation
pt D F .pteC1 ; t /;

(12)

where F is a continuous function (usually a nonlinear one) and .t /C1
t D0 is a white
noise process. Given that the perceived law of motion is still the stochastic AR(1)
process (9) and that agents use the linear 2-period ahead forecasting rule (10), the
implied actual law of motion becomes
pt D F˛;ˇ .pt 1 ; t / WD F .˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/; t /:

(13)

An equivalent way of defining the stochastic process in (13) uses the so-called
transition function Q˛;ˇ . More precisely, for every real number p and every
measurable set A  R, we denote by Q˛;ˇ .p; A/ the conditional probability that
pt 2 A given that pt 1 D p and that (13) holds. Thus, Q˛;ˇ .p; A/ is the probability
.j /
of moving from price p to the set A in a single period. Analogously, let Q˛;ˇ .p; A/
be the probability of moving from price p to the set A along a trajectory of (13) in
exactly j  0 periods. Note furthermore that the stochastic difference equation (13)
defines an operator T ˛;ˇ on the set of probability measures in the following way.
If pt 1 is a random variable with distribution t 1 , then the distribution of pt

generated by (13) is t D T˛;ˇ
t 1 . Under certain assumptions on the function F˛;ˇ
and the distribution of t , there exists a unique invariant probability measure for this

stochastic difference equation, that is, a probability measure  such that T˛;ˇ
 D ;
see, e.g., Theorem 11.10 in Stokey and Lucas (1989). Due to the expectations
feedback, this measure depends in general on the belief parameters ˛ and ˇ. Under
the assumptions referred to above, it can be shown that the time average of any
continuous function along a trajectory of (13) converges with probability one to
the corresponding space average with respect to the unique invariant probability
measure ; see, e.g., Theorem 14.7 in Stokey and Lucas. In particular, for every
initial prices p0 , the condition
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1 X
p.p
N 0 / D lim
pt D
T !C1 T C 1
t D0
T

Z
p d.p/

holds with probability 1. In other words, the sample average of the price sequence
generated by (13) coincides with the expected value of the invariant probability
measure . Since this result implies that p.p
N 0 / is independent of p0 , we shall
henceforth simplify the notation by writing pN instead of p.p
N 0 /. Analogously to the
above equation, for every initial price p0 and every j  0, the condition
ZZ
T j
1 X
.j /
.pt  p/.p
N t Cj  p/
N D
.p 0  p/.p
N
 p/Q
N ˛;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/
T !C1 T C 1
t D0
lim

holds with probability 1. Using these results, one can see that the following
definition is a direct translation of Definition 1 of CEE into a stochastic framework.
Definition 3. A triple fI ˛; ˇg, where  is a probability measure and ˛ and ˇ
are real numbers with ˇ 2 Œ1; 1, is called a stochastic consistent expectations
equilibrium (SCEE) if
S1 the probability measure  is a non-degenerate invariant measure for the
stochastic difference equation (13),6
S2 the stationary stochastic process defined byR(13) and the invariant measure 
has unconditional mean ˛, that is, E .p/ D p d.p/ D ˛, and
S3 the stationary stochastic process defined by (13) and the invariant measure 
has unconditional autocorrelation coefficients ˇ j , that is
ZZ

.p 0  ˛/.p  ˛/Q˛;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/
Z
D ˇj
2
.p  ˛/ d.p/
.j /

holds for all j  1.
If conditions S1 and S2 are satisfied and the equation in S3 holds for all j 2
f1; 2; : : : ; kg, then we call fI ˛; ˇg a k-th order SCEE.
According to Definition 3, an SCEE is characterized by the fact that both the
unconditional mean and the autocorrelation coefficients generated by the unknown
nonlinear stochastic process (13) and the invariant measure  coincide with the
corresponding values for the perceived linear AR(1) process. Stated differently, an
SCEE is self-fulfilling in terms of the unconditional mean and the autocorrelation
coefficients. The SCEE concept is a natural generalization of the deterministic
CEE concept, obtained by replacing the sample mean and sample autocorrelation

6

By ‘non-degenerate’ we mean that it has positive variance.
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coefficients by the corresponding mean and autocorrelation coefficients of the
stochastic difference equation (13) under the invariant measure .
Note that in analogy to the case of deterministic CEE we allow ˇ to take
the values 1 and 1 although the interpretation of an SCEE as a fixed point of
the expectations feedback is not correct for these cases. As for condition S3 of
Definition 3, it is worth pointing out that there is no need to distinguish between
convergent and nonconvergent sequences (as it was the case in the corresponding
condition C3 of Definition 1), because of the non-degeneracy of  assumed in S1. In
other words, in an SCEE, the implied actual law of motion is a stationary stochastic
process with nonzero variance and, therefore, autocorrelation coefficients are well
defined.

2.4 SAC-Learning
In the definitions of CEE and SCEE, agents’ beliefs are described by the forecasting
rule (10) with fixed parameters ˛ and ˇ. In this subsection we consider a natural
extension where the agents change their forecasting rule by updating their belief
parameters as additional observations become available. In other words, agents’
beliefs change over time and agents use an adaptive learning algorithm. Note
that, although the belief parameters change over time, the agents’ forecasting rule
always belongs to the class of linear rules derived from a perceived law of motion
given by an AR(1) model. The adaptive learning algorithm tries to find an optimal
or consistent linear forecasting rule. A natural learning scheme fitting the SCEE
framework is based upon sample averages and sample autocorrelation coefficients.
For any finite set of observations fp0 ; p1 ; : : : ; pt g, the sample average is
given by
t
1 X
pi ;
(14)
˛t D
t C 1 i D0
and the first order sample autocorrelation coefficient is given by
Pt 1
.pi  ˛t /.pi C1  ˛t /
ˇt D i D0Pt
:
2
i D0 .pi  ˛t /

(15)

When the agents update the belief parameters in every period according to the most
recent observations of the sample average and the first order sample autocorrelation
coefficient, the temporary law of motion for the OG-type model (12) becomes
pt D F˛t 1 ;ˇt 1 .pt 1 ; t / D F .˛t 1 C ˇt21 .pt 1  ˛t 1 /; t /:

(16)

Notice that the 2-period ahead SAC-forecast pteC1 D ˛t 1 C ˇt21 .pt 1  ˛t 1 /
uses only price observations for periods i  t  1. We will refer to the dynamical
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system (14)–(16) as sample autocorrelation learning (SAC-learning). The initial
state for the system (14)–(16) can be any triple .p0 ; ˛0 ; ˇ0 / with ˇ0 2 Œ1; 1. It
is well known (and easy to check) that, independently of the choice of these initial
values, it always holds that ˇ1 D1=2, and that the first order sample autocorrelation
ˇt 2 Œ1; 1 for all t  1.
The SAC-learning process is closely related to, but not identical to OLSlearning.7 If the SAC-estimate for ˇt and the OLS-estimate for ˇt are close in the
initial phase of the learning process then, assuming that pt is bounded, they are
likely to remain close to each other and converge to the same limit in the long
run. However, in the initial phase of the learning process, the SAC-estimate and
the OLS-estimate may differ from each other and, in general, these differences lead
to different outcomes in the long run. SAC-learning has an important advantage
over OLS-learning. The SAC-estimate (15) satisfies ˇt 2 Œ1; 1 for all t  1. In
contrast, the OLS-estimate for ˇt may be outside the interval Œ1; 1, which can
destabilize the learning process in its initial stage. Because of this reason, Marcet
and Sargent (1989) imposed a so-called ‘projection facility’, that is, an interval
Œ1 ; 2  of allowable values for the OLS-estimate ˇt . There is no need for such an
artificial device in the SAC-learning process.
The SAC-learning scheme naturally fits our framework since traders believe in an
AR(1) process with stationary first and second moments. In the analysis of adaptive
learning in the OG-type model in Sect. 5, we shall therefore focus on SAC-learning.
Simulations with OLS-learning often (but not always) yield similar results in the
long run.
The SAC-learning dynamics as formulated in (14)–(16) is a high-dimensional,
nonlinear, and non-autonomous system. In the appendix it is shown that one
can rewrite the system in a recursive form as a 4-dimensional non-autonomous
stochastic difference equation. But there is a much simpler and quite intuitive way
to think about the SAC-learning dynamics. Since pt in (16) is a stochastic variable,
the belief parameters ˛t and ˇt are also stochastic variables. The role of the state
variable pt , however, is quite different from the role of the belief parameters ˛t
and ˇt , both mathematically and economically. In particular, if the price pt remains
bounded, then both the changes in ˛t and the changes in ˇt become small as time t
approaches C1. When prices are bounded, the belief parameters ˛t and ˇt are thus
‘slow’ variables in the SAC-learning dynamics. After some (short) transient phase,
the SAC-learning process may thus be viewed as a price generating system with
a slowly changing temporary law of motion. In the long run, the time averages ˛t
and ˇt will usually converge and the temporary law of motion will therefore settle
down to some stationary limiting law of motion. If the limits ˛ D limt !C1 ˛t
and ˇ D limt !C1 ˇt are such that there exists a probability measure  such that
.I ˛; ˇ/ is an SCEE, then this would mean that the agents learn to believe in an

7

The OLS-estimate for ˛ is identical to (14). The OLS-estimate for ˇ is slightly different from (15),
Pt2
Pt2
C

 2

namely ˇt1 D Œ iD0 .pi  pNt1
/.piC1  pNt1
/=Œ iD0 .pi  pNt1
/  for t  3, where pNt1
D
Pt2
P
t1
C
Œ1=.t  1/ iD0 pi and pNt1 D Œ1=.t  1/ iD1 pi .
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SCEE. Note that the (nonlinear) limiting law of motion F˛;ˇ remains unknown to
the agents and that, in general, it does not coincide with the limiting perceived law
of motion or its corresponding linear forecasting rule pteC1 D ˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/.
However, the observable sample mean and sample auto-covariances of the unknown
limiting law of motion and the limiting perceived law of motion coincide. It will be
proved in the following section (Theorem 6) that the limiting forecasting errors are
unbiased and uncorrelated. According to this scenario, agents are thus learning to
believe in linearity in an unknown and nonlinear stochastic world.
In Sect. 5 we will study SAC-learning in a stochastic OG-model and we will see
that the limiting law of motion is in general not unique, but that the SAC-learning
process exhibits path dependence and may converge to different limiting laws of
motion depending on the initial values .p0 ; ˛0 ; ˇ0 / and/or the realizations of the
stochastic process .t /C1
t D0 .

3 Existence and Properties of CEE
This section presents analytical results concerning deterministic CEE. We start by
discussing existence of simple (steady state and 2-cycle) CEE, thereafter consider
existence of chaotic CEE and finally discuss the relation between CEE and REE.

3.1 Simple Examples of CEE
In this subsection we investigate existence of steady state CEE and 2-cycle CEE.
We will argue that for monotonic maps, either increasing or decreasing, these will
be the only deterministic CEE that can arise.
Let G be the law of motion (8). Recall that a fixed point of G is a number p satisfying G.p/Dp, whereas a point with (minimum) period 2 satisfies
G.G.p// D p ¤ G.p/. Note that whenever p1 is a point of period 2 then so is
p2 D G.p1 /. Thus, points of period 2 always come in pairs fp1 ; p2 g, such that
p1 ¤ p2 ; p2 D G.p1 /, and p1 D G.p2 /. The pair fp1 ; p2 g is also called a
2-cycle of G. We are now ready to define the special types of CEE that we are going
to discuss:
• Steady state CEE in which the price sequence .pt /C1
t D0 converges to a fixed point
of G.
8
• 2-cycle CEE in which the price sequence .pt /C1
t D0 converges to a 2-cycle of G.
• Chaotic CEE in which the price sequence .pt /C1
is
chaotic.
t D0

Here we mean orbital convergence, that is, the existence of a 2-cycle fp1 ; p2 g such that
limt!C1 p2t D p1 and limt!C1 p2tC1 D p2 , or vice versa. Since p1 ¤ p2 the sequence
.pt /C1
tD0 is not convergent in the usual sense.

8
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The following two theorems clarify the relation between steady state CEE and
2-cycle CEE and fixed points and 2-cycles, respectively, of the function G.
Theorem 1. 1. If f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg is a first order steady state CEE converging to
p  , then ˛ D p  and p  is a fixed point of G.


2. If f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg is a first order 2-cycle CEE converging to fp1 ; p2 g, then ˛ D




.p1 C p2 /=2 and ˇ D 1. Furthermore, fp1 ; p2 g is a 2-cycle of G.
N 0 / must be equal
Proof. 1. Whenever limt !C1 pt exists, the sample average p.p
to this limit. Together with the consistency requirement C2 of Definition 1 this
implies ˛Dp  . The implied actual price dynamics (11) is therefore pt D G.p  C
ˇ 2 .pt 1  p  //. Since p  must be a steady state of this difference equation it
follows that p  is a fixed point of G.
2. Analogously to case 1 it can be seen that ˛ D p.p
N 0 / D .p1 C p2 /=2. Using this
it is also straightforward to show that limT !C1 c0;T .p0 / D  limT !C1 c1;T
.p0 / D .p1  p2 /2 =4. This implies 1 .p0 / D 1 and it follows from the
consistency requirement C3(b) of Definition 1 that ˇ D 1. The implied actual
law of motion is therefore given by pt D G.pt 1 /, and fp1 ; p2 g must be a
2-cycle of G. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
t
u
The above theorem shows that, along a first order steady state CEE, prices will
converge to a fixed point of G whereas, along a first order 2-cycle CEE, prices will
converge to a 2-cycle of G. The latter result is in contrast to a similar theorem
in Hommes and Sorger (1998), where it was shown that 2-cycle CEE converge
to a pair of fixed points of G. The difference between these results is due to the
differences between the cobweb-type model studied in Hommes and Sorger (1998)
and the OG-type model of the present paper. Note furthermore that the results in
Theorem 1 are stated for first order CEE. Consequently, they are also true for the
stronger equilibrium concepts of CEE and k-th order CEE with k > 1.
The following result is sort of a converse to Theorem 1. It shows that one can
always construct CEE when fixed points or 2-cycles of G are known. Note that the
theorem yields CEE and not only k-th order CEE.
Theorem 2. 1. Suppose that p  is a fixed point of the map G and define pt D p  ,
for all t; ˛ D p  , and ˇ D 0. Then f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg is a steady state CEE.
2. Suppose that fp1 ; p2 g is a 2-cycle of the map G and define p2t 1 D p1 and
p2t D p2 for all t  0; ˛ D .p1 C p2 /=2, and ˇ D 1. Then f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg is
a 2-cycle CEE.
Proof. 1. If ˛ D p  is a fixed point of G then the constant sequence .p  ; p  ;
p  ; : : :/ satisfies the implied actual law of motion (11) so that condition C1 in
Definition 1 is satisfied. Conditions C2 and C3 hold trivially.
2. If ˛D.p1 C p2 /=2 and ˇ D 1, where fp1 ; p2 g is a 2-cycle of G, then
the periodic sequence .p1 ; p2 ; p1 ; p2 ; : : :/ satisfies the implied actual law of
motion (11) so that condition C1 in Definition 1 is satisfied. Conditions C2 and
C3 are again easily verified.
t
u
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C1
We call a (k-th order) CEE f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg bounded if the sequence .pt /t D0 is
bounded. Our next theorem proves that in the case where G is a monotonic function,
all bounded CEE of model (8) are either steady state CEE or 2-cycle CEE.

Theorem 3. Let f.pt /1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg be a bounded CEE or a bounded k-th order CEE,
where k is a positive integer.
1. If the map G is nondecreasing then it follows that .pt /C1
t D0 converges to a steady
state and that ˇ is nonnegative.
2. If the map G is non-increasing then it follows that .pt /C1
t D0 converges either to
a steady state or to a 2-cycle. In the case of convergence to a steady state the
parameter ˇ is non-positive, and in the case of convergence to a 2-cycle CEE it
holds that ˇ D 1.
Proof. 1. If G is nondecreasing the actual law of motion G˛;ˇ in (11) must be
nondecreasing as well. It follows therefore that the sequence .pt /C1
t D0 must be
monotonic and, since it is bounded, it must converge to a steady state p  .
Moreover, because .pt /C1
t D0 is monotonic the first order sample autocorrelation
coefficient has to be nonnegative which implies that ˇ must be nonnegative. This
concludes the proof of part 1.
2. Now suppose that G is non-increasing. In that case the implied actual law of
motion G˛;ˇ is non-increasing as well which, in turn, implies that the sequence
.pt /C1
t D0 either converges to a steady state or to a 2-cycle. In the case of
convergence to a steady state, convergence takes place in an oscillatory way with
prices being below the steady state in one period and above it in the next period.
This implies that the first order sample autocorrelation coefficient is non-positive
which, in turn, shows that ˇ must be non-positive. In the case of convergence to
a 2-cycle CEE, consistency requirement C3(b) implies that ˇ D 1.
t
u

3.2 Chaotic CEE
As long as the function G is monotonic, Theorem 3 shows that only steady state
CEE or 2-cycle CEE can arise. If G is non-monotonic, on the other hand, much
more complicated CEE can arise. We will now demonstrate this by using examples
related to the tent map introduced in Sect. 2.1. The following lemma from Hommes
and Sorger (1998) will be useful for the construction of chaotic CEE.
Lemma 1. Let real numbers a; b;  , and ı be given such that a < b;  ¤ 0, and
ı 2 .1; 1/. Furthermore, define ˛ D .a C b/=2. Then there exist real numbers
A; B; C; D with A > 0 and C > 0 such that the continuous and piecewise linear
map G W R ! R defined by

Ax  B if x  .B C D/=.A C C /
G.x/ D
C x C D if x  .B C D/=.A C C /
satisfies G.˛ C .x  ˛// D Tı;Œa;b .x/ for all x 2 Œa; b.
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As an immediate consequence of this lemma we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4. Let real numbers ˛ and ˇ be given such that ˇ 2 .1; 1/ and ˇ ¤ 0.9
There exists a continuous and piecewise linear function G such that the OGtype model (8) has an infinite set (of positive Lebesgue measure) of chaotic CEE
f.pt /C1
t D0 I ˛; ˇg.
Proof. Choose any real numbers a and b such that a < b and .a C b/=2 D ˛.
Applying Lemma 1 with  D ˇ 2 and ı D ˇ it follows that there exists a piecewise
linear function G such that G˛;ˇ .p/ D G.˛ C ˇ 2 .p  ˛// D Tˇ;Œa;b .p/ holds
for all p 2 Œa; b. The implied actual law of motion (11) therefore coincides with
the tent map dynamics (4). According to Sect. 2.1, the sample average and sample
autocorrelation coefficients of the trajectory .pt /C1
N 0 / D .a C
t D0 are given by p.p
b/=2 D ˛ and j .p0 / D ˇ j for Lebesgue-almost all initial states p0 2 Œa; b.
Thus, all conditions of Definition 1 are satisfied. Moreover, it is well known that the
trajectories of (4) are chaotic for Lebesgue-almost all initial states p0 2 Œa; b. This
concludes the proof of the theorem.
t
u

3.3 Relation Between CEE and REE
An important question is what is the relation between CEE and REE? Let us start
with the following observation for the deterministic model (8): if p  is a fixed point
10
of G and pt D p  for all t, then .pt /C1
This is quite obvious
t D0 is an REE.
C1
because in that case .pt /t D0 satisfies equation (8) with pte D pt for all t. An
analogous argument shows that 2-cycles of G also qualify as perfect foresight
equilibria. More specifically, if fp1 ; p2 g is a 2-cycle for G and p2t 1 D p1 and
e
p2t D p2 for all t, then .pt /C1
t D0 satisfies (8) with pt D pt for all t. From the results
presented in the previous subsection we can therefore conclude that every first order
steady state CEE or first order 2-cycle CEE has the property that it converges to a
perfect foresight equilibrium. Interestingly, these perfect foresight equilibria can be
supported by the simple linear forecasting rule (10) provided the belief parameters
˛ and ˇ are chosen appropriately.
In contrast to the steady state CEE and 2-cycle CEE, chaotic CEE do not
approach perfect foresight equilibria. To see this just note that pteC1 D pt C1 and (10)
implies that pt C1 D ˛ Cˇ 2 .pt 1 ˛/. Since this is a linear difference equation with
C1
nondecreasing right-hand side, the two sequences .p2t 1 /C1
t D0 and .p2t /t D0 must be
C1
monotonic and convergent. This, in turn, rules out that .pt /t D0 is a chaotic time
series.

9
The case ˇ D 0 must excluded since for ˇ D 0 there is no dynamics in (11). Sorger
(1998) presents an example of an OG-model of a more general form than (8) for which a chaotic
CEE with ˇ D 0 exists.
10
Because the model is deterministic, REE are equivalent to perfect foresight equilibria.
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The existence of chaotic CEE is caused by the similarity of chaotic processes to
stochastic processes – in the present example the similarity between the dynamics
generated by asymmetric tent maps and stochastic AR(1) processes. Agents using
only linear statistical techniques cannot distinguish between these processes, and
there is no way they could ever detect that they are constantly making forecasting
mistakes. Those mistakes are self-fulfilling because they are fully consistent with
the agents’ model of the world; see Grandmont (1998). In fact, forecasting errors
along a chaotic CEE are unbiased and uncorrelated. We will not give an independent
proof of this result, because it essentially follows from a similar result for SCEE in
the next section.

4 Existence and Properties of SCEE
In this section we return to the stochastic case, with the economy described by the
nonlinear stochastic law of motion (12). We first discuss the relation between an
SCEE and an REE. We will argue that the simplest form of an SCEE, a steady state
SCEE, coincides with an REE. In contrast, a non-steady state SCEE is generally not
an REE. However, our main theorem states that forecasting errors along an SCEE
are always unbiased and uncorrelated. In Sect. 4.2 we discuss first order non-steady
state SCEE and prove their existence under fairly general conditions.

4.1 The Relation Between SCEE and REE
In this subsection, we restrict ourselves to the important case of steady state SCEE
for the stochastic law of motion (12).
Theorem 5. Let p  be a fixed point of the mapping p 7! E F .p; t /, where the
expectation is taken with respect to the (time-invariant) distribution of the shocks t .
Let  be the distribution of F .p  ; t / and define ˛ D p  and ˇ D 0. Then it follows
that .I ˛; ˇ/ is an SCEE.
Proof. If ˛ D p  and ˇ D 0, the implied actual law of motion (13) becomes
pt D F .p  ; t /:

(17)

Note that the right-hand side of this equation does not depend on pt 1 such that
the corresponding transition function Qp ;0 .p; A/ is independent of p. Obviously,
it holds that .A/ D Qp ;0 .p; A/ for all measurable sets A. It is straightforward to
see that  is the unique invariant probability measure for (17). The definition of p 
together with (17) implies that E .pt / D E F .p  ; t / D p  . Finally, since t and
s are independent random variables whenever t ¤ s it follows from (17) that pt
and ps are independent as well and therefore j D 0 for all j  1. These properties
imply that the triple .I p  ; 0/ satisfies the conditions of an SCEE.
t
u
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We will refer to an SCEE of the form described in the above theorem as a steady
state SCEE. Notice that in the case of additive noise, i.e. pt D F .pteC1 / C t , with
t IID noise with zero mean, a fixed point of the map p 7! E F .p; t / coincides
with a fixed point of the map F . In the next subsection we will discuss existence
of non-steady state SCEE. But first we will argue that, along any SCEE, prediction
errors of the linear forecasting rules are unbiased and uncorrelated.
The actual law of motion (13) implies that
ZZ
Et 1 .pt C1 / D Et 1 ŒF˛;ˇ .F˛;ˇ .pt 1 ; t /; t C1 / D

F˛;ˇ .F˛;ˇ .pt 1 ; /; 0 / d d0 :

(18)
In general, there do not exist real numbers ˛ and ˇ2Œ1; 1 such that this conditional
expectation coincides with the linear forecasting rule pteC1 D ˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/.
This suggests that an SCEE is in general not an REE. It is interesting to point out,
however, that a steady state SCEE always qualifies as an REE. To see this, remember
that in a steady state SCEE .I ˛; ˇ/ we have ˇ D 0 and ˛ D p  , where p  is a
fixed point of the mapping p 7! E F .p; t /. It follows therefore that F˛;ˇ .p; / D
F .p  ; / independently of p. Using this result in (18) we get
ZZ
Et 1 .pt C1 / D

F .p  ; 0 / d d0 D

Z

F .p  ; 0 / d0 D p  :

Since ˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/ D p  , it follows that the agents’ forecast of pt C1 coincides
with the conditional expectation of pt C1 and, hence, that a steady state SCEE
qualifies as an REE.
Our next step is to show that, along any SCEE, forecasting errors are unbiased
and uncorrelated. To this end, recall that the agents in the model use the 2-period
ahead forecast pteC1 D ˛ C ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/; see (10). The forecast error in period t is
therefore given by t D pt  ˛  ˇ 2 .pt 2  ˛/. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 6 (unbiased and uncorrelated forecasting errors). Let .I ˛; ˇ/ be an
SCEE for the stochastic expectations feedback system (12) and let .t /C1
t D2 be the
corresponding process of forecasting errors. Then it holds that E .t / D 0 for all
t  2 and E .t t Cj / D 0 for all t  2 and all j  2. Moreover, there exists a
constant  2 > 0 such that E .t t C1 / D ˇ.1  ˇ 2 / 2 for all t  2.
Proof. From conditions S1 and S2 in Definition 3 we have E .pt / D E .pt 2 / D ˛
and therefore E .t / D 0. To derive the uncorrelatedness of forecast errors, first note
that for all j  2
t tCj D Œpt  ˛  ˇ 2 .pt2  ˛/ŒptCj  ˛  ˇ 2 .ptCj 2  ˛/
D .pt  ˛/.ptCj  ˛/  ˇ 2 .pt2  ˛/.ptCj  ˛/  ˇ 2 .pt  ˛/.ptCj 2  ˛/
Cˇ 4 .pt2  ˛/.ptCj 2  ˛/:

(19)

R
Let us define  2 by  2 D .p  ˛/2 d.p/. Because of condition S1 we have
 2 > 0. According to condition S3 of Definition 3 we have
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E .pt  ˛/.pt Cj  ˛/ D E .pt 2  ˛/.pt Cj 2  ˛/
ZZ
.j /
D
.p 0  ˛/.p  ˛/Q˛;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/ D ˇ j  2 ;
ZZ
E .pt 2  ˛/.pt Cj  ˛/ D
ZZ
E .pt  ˛/.pt Cj 2  ˛/ D

.j C2/

.p 0  ˛/.p  ˛/Q˛;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/ D ˇ j C2  2 ;
.j 2/

.p 0  ˛/.p  ˛/Q˛;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/ D ˇ j 2  2 :

Together with (19) this shows that
E .t t Cj / D .ˇ j  ˇ 2 ˇ j C2  ˇ 2 ˇ j 2 C ˇ 4 ˇ j / 2 D 0:
For j D 1, computations analogous to those above yield
t t C1 D Œpt  ˛  ˇ 2 .pt 2  ˛/Œpt C1  ˛  ˇ 2 .pt 1  ˛/
D .pt  ˛/.pt C1  ˛/  ˇ 2 .pt 2  ˛/.pt C1  ˛/  ˇ 2 .pt  ˛/.pt 1  ˛/
Cˇ 4 .pt 2  ˛/.pt 1  ˛/
and, therefore,
E .t t C1 / D .ˇ  ˇ 2 ˇ 3  ˇ 2 ˇ C ˇ 4 ˇ/ 2 D ˇ.1  ˇ 2 / 2 :
This completes the proof of the theorem.

t
u

The above theorem shows that, along an SCEE, forecast errors have the mean
0 and all autocorrelation coefficients of lags j  2 are 0. In other words, along
an SCEE, agents do not make any systematic mistakes. This is true despite the fact
that the linear forecasting rule is misspecified. According to the last statement of
the theorem, the first order autocorrelation of forecast errors is 0 if and only if ˇ 2
f1; 0; 1g. In general, it can be nonzero due to the assumed information structure
in the OG-type model. More precisely, the autocorrelation between the forecasting
errors t and t C1 cannot be exploited by the agents, because neither the price pt nor
the forecast error t are known when the forecast for pt C1 has to be made. However,
the first order autocorrelation coefficient of forecasting errors is 0 in a steady state
SCEE, because in that case ˇ D 0.
Theorem 6 has been stated for SCEE (and holds also for nonconvergent CEE).
There is also an analogous result for k-th order SCEE. As a matter of fact, following
the same proof as in Theorem 6, one can show that, along a k-th order SCEE, it holds
that E .t t Cj / D 0 for all t  2 and all j 2 f2; 3; : : : ; k  2g.
In an REE, agents have the correct conditional expectation, which requires
perfect knowledge of the underlying nonlinear function F or G, respectively. In
an SCEE, on the other hand, agents do not know the true conditional expectation,
but they do have knowledge about the mean and the autococorrelation coefficients
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of the unknown data generating mechanism. It is important to note that the mean
and the autococorrelation coefficients can be inferred from time series observations
without any knowledge of the true underlying law of motion, as has been discussed
in Sect. 2.4. An SCEE may therefore be seen as an approximate rational expectations
equilibrium, i.e., a situation in which expectations are selffulfilling in terms of the
first two moments of the linear perceived law of motion and the unknown and
nonlinear actual law of motion.

4.2 First Order SCEE
In this subsection we prove existence of non-steady state first order SCEE. These
simple types of first order SCEE are of special interest because, if the SAC-learning
process converges, it must converge to an SCEE at least of first order. Our examples
will all be of the form “deterministic dynamics plus additive noise”, that is, of the
form
pt D F .pteC1 / C t ;
(20)
where t is a white noise process as before. Branch and McGough (2005) have
proven existence of non-REE first order SCEE for the case where the map F is
increasing and symmetric with respect to the origin (such that F has a fixed point
at the origin), and where some other regularity conditions are met. Branch and
McGough apply the stochastic framework described in Stokey and Lucas (1989)
and point out that this approach does not work for the case where F is decreasing.
We will give a direct proof, both for the increasing and the decreasing case, and our
conditions will also be more general.
Our motivating example is the family of processes
pt D tanh. pt 1 / C t

(21)

for 2R. Note that the function p 7! t .p/ D tanh. p/ is monotonically increasing
for > 0, and decreasing for < 0; the cases correspond to positive and negative
feedback respectively. Though our results will be formulated for general processes,
we shall indicate the consequences for this ‘motivating family’.
In analogy to (13) we write F˛;ˇ .p/ D F .˛ C ˇ 2 .p  ˛//. Let Q˛;ˇ denote
the transition function of the process pt D F˛;ˇ .pt / C t . In terms of the density
function ' of the noise process .t /C1
t D0 , the transition function can be written as
Z

'.p 0  F˛;ˇ .p// dp 0 :

Q˛;ˇ .p; A/ D
A

We call a function monotone if either xy implies f .x/f .y/ for all x; y 2 R,
or if x  y implies f .x/  f .y/ for all x; y 2 R. We make the following
assumptions:
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A1 (assumptions on the noise process)
The density function 'WR ! R of the white noise process .t /C1
t D0 is continuous
and satisfies '.p/ D '.p/ for all p. Moreover, ' is monotone decreasing on
the positive real axis.
A2 (assumptions on the map F )
(i) The map F WR ! R is a monotone function.
(ii) The function F is odd, that is F .p/ D F .p/ for all p 2 R.
(iii) There exist constants a and b satisfying 0 < a < 1 and b  0 such that
jF .p/j  ajpj C b for all p.
A3 (ergodicity assumption)
The process .pt /C1
t D0 generated by equation
pt D F0;ˇ .pt 1 / C t
has a unique invariant probability distribution for every ˇ.
The symmetry assumptions in A1 and A2 simplify the proofs considerably.
Assumption A2(ii) implies that F has a fixed point at 0.11 Let  2 D Var t . From
the stated properties of t it follows that Et D 0 and '.p/  32  2 =p 3 ; the latter
property is a consequence of
Z
 D
2

Z

p

t '.t/ dt 

t 2 '.p/ dt D

2

p

2 3
p '.p/:
3

(22)

Assumption A2(iii) essentially says that F is contracting for large arguments.
Assumption A3 avoids certain technical issues. Note that it is satisfied if the support
of the density function ' is R. Thus, it holds for instance if t is Gaussian.
We now want to study stochastic consistent expectations equilibria for the
model (20). Because of the assumed symmetry of F , we can fix the constant ˛
in the linear AR(1) forecasting rule to ˛ D 0, so that the implied actual law of
motion becomes
pt D F0;ˇ .pt 1 / C t D F .ˇ 2 pt 1 / C t :

(23)

Using the invariant measure , the existence of which was assumed in A3, the
unconditional first-order autocorrelation coefficient of (23) can be computed. Let
us denote this coefficient by 1 .F0;ˇ /. If .I 0; ˇ/ is a first order SCEE, then it must
hold that ˇ D 1 .F0;ˇ /. The first order SCEE is said to be nontrivial if ˇ ¤ 0.

11

We have chosen F to be symmetric around 0 but, without loss of generality, we could have
chosen F to be symmetric around any fixed point ˛.
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4.2.1 Impossibility of Nontrivial First Order SCEE
The following theorem says that if the map F has a fixed point at 0 and if it
is contracting then there does not exist a nontrivial (first order) SCEE for the
process (20).
Theorem 7. Assume that there exists a real number such that 0 < < 1 and
jF .p/j  jpj for all p. Then it follows that the process (20) has no nontrivial (first
order) SCEE.
Note that, according to this theorem, our motivating family pt D tanh. pt 1 /Ct
has no non-trivial SCEE if j j < 1.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a non-trivial SCEE .I 0; ˇ/ and let Q0;ˇ be the
transition function corresponding to (23). Under the stated assumptions it holds that
ˇ ˇZ
ˇ
ˇZZ
Z
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ pp 0 Q0;ˇ .p; dp 0 / d.p/ˇ D ˇ pF .ˇ 2 p/ d.p/ˇ  ˇ 2 p 2 d.p/
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
and consequently that j1 .F0;ˇ /j  ˇ 2 . In order to satisfy 1 .F0;ˇ / D ˇ, it must
necessarily hold that jˇj  1. Therefore, it follows that j ˇj < 1 and, consequently,
j1 .F0;ˇ /j  ˇ 2 D j ˇjjˇj < jˇj
whenever ˇ ¤ 0. Hence, the equation 1 .F0;ˇ / D ˇ does not have a solution ˇ ¤ 0.
This is a contradiction to the assumption that there exists a non-trivial SCEE.
u
t

4.2.2 First Order SCEE for Arbitrary Noise Levels
Next we investigate conditions for which a nontrivial first order SCEE exists. The
first result is that model (20) has a nontrivial first order SCEE if the function F is
sufficiently expanding at the origin.
Theorem 8. Suppose assumptions A1–A3 hold. There exists 0 > 1 such that the
following is true. If c > 0 and > 0 are such that jF .p/j > jpj holds for all p
satisfying 0 < jpj < c, then there exists a non-trivial first order SCEE.
In case of the motivating family (21), the theorem yields some 0 > 1. If j j > 0 ,
then also jt 0 .0/j > 0 . Choose such that 0 < < j j. Then, by continuity, there
is a c > 0 such that jt 0 .p/j > for all jpj < c; since t .0/ D 0, it then follows that
jt .p/j > jpj for jpj < c, and we may apply the theorem.
Note that for j j>1, the origin pD0 is a hyperbolic repeller of the deterministic
map p 7! tanh p. For > 1 this map has furthermore two attracting fixed points;
for < 1 it has an attracting period-2 cycle.
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The theorem now says that there is some 0 >1 such that for every j j> 0 these
deterministic attractors are echoed by nontrivial SCEE of the stochastic process.

4.2.3 First Order SCEE Close to Bifurcation
Finally, we show the existence of first order SCEE for systems close to a bifurcation
in which the origin has just lost its stability; for this result, the fourth moment of the
noise has to be assumed sufficiently small.
Theorem 9. Let the noise t satisfy assumption A1 and let F satisfy assumptions A2 and A3. Assume moreover that F 00 .p/F .1/ < 0 for all p > 0. Set
D jF 0 .0/j and c D F 000 .0/=6. If c ¤ 0, and if > 1 is sufficiently close to 1,
there exists N such that if E4t  N 4 , then F has a first order SCEE.
In the case of our motivating example F .p/D tanh. p/, we have
jF 0 .0/j D j j,
F 00 .p/F .1/ D 2

D

tanh p
tanh < 0 for all p > 0;
cosh2 p

3

and c D F .3/ .0/=6 D  3 . Note that for j j > 1 we have that c ¤ 0. The theorem
says then that if j j is larger than 1, but both j j  1 and E4t are sufficiently small,
then the motivating family has a nontrivial SCEE.
Now, since
D 1 and
D 1 are bifurcation values of the deterministic
system p 7! tanh. p/, we can formulate this theorem as follows: if 0 < j j1  1,
the deterministic skeleton pt D tanh. pt 1 / of the motivating family has a nontrivial
attractor. If the fourth order moment of the noise term t is sufficiently small, then
the family itself has a nontrivial SCEE.

5 Adaptive Learning in the OG-Model
In this section we investigate adaptive learning of SCEE in overlapping generations
economies with fiat money. Our main application is the OG-model as specified
in Grandmont (1985), which has served as a benchmark in the learning literature. In
Sect. 4.1 we recall the model assumptions and its dynamics under perfect foresight
and under naive expectations. Section 4.2 studies the same OG-model under SAClearning. It is shown that for Grandmont’s specification of the OG-model the
SAC-learning dynamics has only two possible long run outcomes: a steady state
SCEE and a ‘noisy 2-cycle SCEE’. Adaptive learning exhibits path dependence in
the sense that, even for the same initial states, the long run outcome may depend
upon the realizations of the random shocks to the economy. Section 4.3 presents
a graphical analysis of the SAC-learning dynamics providing an explanation why
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the adaptive learning process exhibits path dependence with positive probability for
both long run outcomes. Finally, Sect. 4.4 presents another specification of an OGmodel, for which, in the deterministic case, the SAC-learning process converges to a
first order chaotic CEE. The persistence of chaotic price fluctuations under random
shocks is also studied.

5.1 Model Formulation
The presentation of the OG-model follows Grandmont (1985). In each period, a
continuum (of measure 1) of identical, 2-period lived agents is born who work when
young and consume only when old. Agents have access to a constant returns to scale
production technology which transfers one unit of labor into one unit of output. Each
agent is endowed with l  units of labor in his first period of life. There exists a fixed
amount M of fiat money in the economy which is initially held by the members of
the first old generation. Fiat money is the only store of value.
Denoting by lt ; mt , and ct C1 the labor supply, money holding, and consumption
of a member of generation t, and by pt and pteC1 the price of output in period t and
the expected price in period t C 1, we obtain the following budget constraints for
individuals of generation t:
m t D pt l t ;

pteC1 ct C1 D mt :

(24)

Each agent maximizes an additively separable utility function of the form
V1 .l   lt / C V2 .ct C1 /;

(25)

where the first term describes the utility of labor (or the utility of leisure) and the
second term the utility derived from consumption. We assume that both V1 and V2
are increasing and concave functions. The market clearing conditions for the money
market and the goods market are
mt D M ;

ct D lt

(26)

for all t.
The first order condition for the utility maximization is
V10 .l   lt /=pt D V20 .ct C1 /=pteC1 :

(27)

From (24) and (26) it follows that in equilibrium one has lt D M=pt and ct C1 D
M=pteC1 . Substituting this into the first order condition (27) we obtain v1 .M=pt / D
v2 .M=pteC1 /, where
v1 .x/ D xV10 .l   x/ ; v2 .x/ D xV20 .x/:

(28)
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It is straightforward to see that v1 is a strictly increasing function from Œ0; l  / into
R, so that v1
1 exists and the law of motion generating the equilibrium dynamics can
therefore be written in the form
pt D G.pteC1 / D

M
;
.M=pteC1 /

(29)

where D v1
1 ıv2 . The graph of is called the offer curve and describes the optimal
pairs of labor and consumption. Grandmont (1985) has shown that the function
is increasing if substitution effects are dominating. In the presence of a sufficiently
strong income effect, however, the offer curve and hence the function G becomes
non-monotonic.
Before we embark on simulations of SAC-learning, it will be useful to discuss
equilibria under perfect foresight and under naive expectations. Under perfect
foresight we must have pteC1 D pt C1 , and the dynamics (29) becomes
pt D G.pt C1 / D

M
:
.M=pt C1 /

(30)

Grandmont (1985) refers to (30) as the backward perfect foresight dynamics. If
the offer curve is non-monotonic the forward perfect foresight dynamics may
not be uniquely defined and can be studied only locally. Grandmont showed that
the forward perfect foresight dynamics may have infinitely many period cycles and
chaotic perfect foresight equilibria.12
Here we study the dynamics under backward looking expectations to address the
question which of the infinitely many perfect foresight equilibria may arise under
adaptive learning. The dynamics under naive expectations, i.e. when the agents use
the forecast pteC1 D pt 1 , is given by
pt D G.pt 1 / D

M
:
.M=pt 1 /

Grandmont (1985) presents a detailed investigation of the backward perfect foresight dynamics in the constant elasticity case, that is, with utility functions
V1 .l   l/ D

.l   l/.11 /
;
1  1

V2 .c/ D

.c C c  /.12 /
:
1  2

(31)

Following Grandmont (1985) we fix the parameters l  D 2; c  D 1=2, and 1 D
1=2. For 2 < 1, current leisure and future consumption are gross substitutes and the

12

See also Medio and Raines (2007) and Gardini, Hommes, Tramontana, and de Vilder (2009) for
an extensive discussion and characterization of the forward perfect foresight dynamics in the case
of a non-monotonic offer curve.
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offer curve is increasing. In that case, the dynamics under naive expectations always
converges to a unique positive (monetary) steady state. When 2 becomes larger,
the income effect becomes stronger and the offer curve becomes non-monotonic
for 2 > 1. Grandmont showed that as 2 increases, the dynamics under naive
expectations (or equivalently, the backward perfect foresight dynamics) becomes
increasingly more complicated and exhibits a period doubling bifurcation route to
chaos. This implies that, for 2 large, infinitely many periodic as well as chaotic
perfect foresight equilibria exist.
Here we are interested in the question whether there is any linear, detectable
structure in the forecasting errors of simple expectations schemes such as naive
expectations. The answer depends on the (long run) outcome of the price dynamics.
It may be that the forecasting errors vanish in the long run, as it is the case for
example when the dynamics under naive expectations converge to a steady state or
to a 2-cycle. In these cases, naive expectations lead to perfect foresight in the long
run. In general, however, the dynamics under naive expectations does not approach a
perfect foresight equilibrium and agents make systematic forecasting errors forever.
For example, if the dynamics converges to a (stable) cycle of period k > 2, naive
agents make systematic forecasting errors forever. The same is true if the resulting
time path is chaotic. Figure 3 shows 500 observations of a chaotic price series under
naive expectations, as well as the corresponding forecasting errors t D pt  pte D
pt  pt 2 . In this simulation, the parameter 2 measuring the concavity of the old
traders’ utility function, has been fixed at 2 D 12. This value is in the chaotic region
of the parameter space as can be seen in the bifurcation diagram in Grandmont
(1985, p. 1030).
The time series in Fig. 3 show that naive agents make large forecasting errors,
often of the order of plus or minus the amplitude of the price oscillations.
Furthermore, the forecasting errors seem to be systematic. In particular, there
appears to be clear linear structure in the observed forecasting errors as can be
seen from the sample autocorrelation plots of the forecasting errors, whose first
10 lags are strongly significant. Thus, we may say that in this chaotic economy the
assumption of naive expectations leads to systematic forecasting errors.

5.2 SAC-Learning
We have seen in the previous subsection that naive agents make systematic
forecasting errors. By using time series observations only and by employing simple,
linear statistical techniques the agents would be able to detect these errors. We now
study price fluctuations when the agents adapt their forecasting rule according to
the SAC-learning dynamics. Let us ignore noise for the moment and focus on the
deterministic OG-model first. In this situation the prices evolve according to the
difference equation
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Fig. 3 OG-model under naive expectations. Top left: chaotic price fluctuations; bottom left:
chaotic forecasting errors under naive expectations; top right: sample autocorrelations of prices;
bottom right: sample autocorrelations of forecasting
errors. Dotted lines indicate the approximate
p
two standard errors significance bands ˙2= N ; N D 500

pt D G.pteC1 / D G˛t 1 ;ˇt 1 .pt 1 / D

M
;
.M=Œ˛t 1 C ˇt21 .pt 1  ˛t 1 //

(32)

where the learning parameters ˛t 1 and ˇt 1 are given by (14) and (15), respectively.
As long as the map G is monotonically increasing, it follows immediately from
Theorem 3 that the only bounded CEE is a steady state CEE. Hence, if current
leisure and future consumption are gross substitutes, the only CEE is a steady state
CEE.
For the utility function (31) with 2 > 1, that is, when the concavity of the old
traders’ utility function is large enough, the function G in (32) is non-monotonic.
For all 2 > 1 only two possible outcomes of the SAC-learning process have
been observed in all our numerical simulations: fast convergence to the monetary
steady state CEE as illustrated in Fig. 4 and slow convergence to a 2-cycle CEE as
illustrated in Fig. 5. In Figs. 4 and 5, the parameters in the OG-model are exactly
the same as those used in the simulations depicted in Fig. 3. In the case of the
steady state CEE in Fig. 4, SAC-learning leads to convergence to a stationary
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Fig. 4 SAC-learning in the deterministic (chaotic) OG-model (32) with initial states p0 D ˛0 D
1:99 and ˇ0 D 1

perfect foresight equilibrium and forecasting errors vanish quickly. Analogously,
the forecasting errors in Fig. 5 (convergence to a 2-cycle) are roughly 10,000 times
smaller than under naive expectations. We may therefore conclude that, although the
adapted linear forecasting rules are not perfect, they lead to a large improvement in
forecasting performance and to a dampening of price fluctuations and forecasting
errors. In a highly nonlinear, chaotic environment, SAC-learning thus seems to
have a stabilizing effect on the price dynamics. Moreover, even in the presence
of infinitely many chaotic perfect foresight equilibria, the SAC-learning dynamics
converges either to the steady state CEE or to a 2-cycle CEE, that is, the SAClearning process selects the simplest types of equilibria among many complicated
perfect foresight equilibria.
As a next step, we study how dynamic noise affects the SAC-learning process.
We are particularly interested in whether convergence to steady state CEE or 2-cycle
CEE is robust with respect to dynamic noise. In order to address these issues, we
investigate SAC-learning for the stochastic model with the same parameter values
as before. To avoid negative prices due to exceptionally large stochastic shocks, we
add a nonnegativity constraint in the numerical simulations with noise. Under these
assumptions, the SAC-learning is given by

pt D G˛t 1 ;ˇt 1 .pt 1 ; t / D max


M
C

;
0
;
t
.M=Œ˛t 1 C ˇt21 .pt 1  ˛t 1 //

with ˛t 1 and ˇt 1 given by (14) and (15), respectively.
In all our numerical simulations of this version of the model, we only observed
two different outcomes: convergence to a steady state SCEE or to a ‘noisy 2-cycle’
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Fig. 5 SAC-learning in the deterministic (chaotic) OG-model (32) with initial states p0 D ˛0 D
2:25 and ˇ0 D 1

SCEE. Convergence to a steady state SCEE is illustrated in Fig. 6, where t is
uniformly distributed on the interval Œ2:5; 2:5. Prices seem to fluctuate randomly
around their mean, whereas the belief parameters seem to converge. The belief
parameter ˛t converges to the mean price whereas the first order autocorrelation
coefficient ˇt converges slowly to zero. The bottom panel in Fig. 6 shows sample
autocorrelations of prices, forecasting errors, and residuals from a regression of
prices on a constant. Prices and forecasting errors are uncorrelated. Estimation of
an AR(1) model on prices shows that the estimated coefficient for lagged prices
is not significant. Agents therefore cannot reject the null hypothesis that prices
fluctuate randomly around their mean. This example shows that even in a noisy
chaotic economy the SAC-learning dynamics may, and in fact often does, enforce
converge to a steady state SCEE.
Figures 7 and 8 show simulations with the same parameter values as in Fig. 6,
but with different initial values p0 D ˛0 D 2:25 and ˇ0 D 1. The figures suggest
that the SAC-learning process converges to a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE’.13 The only
difference between these two simulations is the noise level, which is twice as large in
Fig. 8 than it is in Fig. 7. In both simulations, the belief parameter ˛t converges to the
mean price, whereas the first order sample autocorrelation coefficient ˇt converges
to a negative value around 0:6. Also in both cases, the sample autocorrelation

13

The name ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE captures the feature that price fluctuations look like a noisy
2-cycle. In Sect. 5.3 we will see that the underlying (deterministic) limiting law of motion of this
economy has indeed a stable 2-cycle.
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Fig. 6 SAC-learning in the stochastic OG-economy with initial values p0 D ˛0 D 1:99 and
ˇ0 D 1. Prices (top left), expected prices (top middle), forecast errors (top right), and the belief
parameters ˛t (middle left) and ˇt (middle right). The bottom panel shows sample autocorrelations
of prices, forecasting errors, and residuals from a regression of prices on a constant

plot of the price series looks like the autocorrelation function of an AR(1) process
with negative first order autocorrelation coefficient. A more careful look, however,
reveals that, in the case of small noise, the sample autocorrelation plot of the
price series does not decay exponentially fast as it must be the case in an AR(1)
process (compare the bottom left plots in Figs. 7 and 8). In the case of small noise,
forecasting errors are correlated and the residuals from an estimated AR(1) model
on prices still exhibit some significant autocorrelations. In fact, in Fig. 7 the SAClearning process has settled down only to a first order SCEE: ˇt has converged to the
first order autocorrelation coefficient, but higher order autocorrelation coefficients
j are not exactly equal (but close) to ˇ j . A careful boundedly rational agent would
conclude that his AR(1) forecasting rule is not correct and that his perceived law
of motion is misspecified. However, when the noise level is larger as in Fig. 8, both
forecasting errors and residuals from an estimated AR(1) model are uncorrelated,
so that the hypothesis that prices follow an AR(1) model cannot be rejected. The
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Fig. 7 SAC-learning in the stochastic OG-economy with initial states p0 D ˛0 D 2:25 and
ˇ0 D 1 and with t uniformly distributed on the interval Œ1:25; 1:25. Prices (top left), expected
prices (top middle), forecast errors (top right), and the belief parameters ˛t (middle left) and ˇt
(middle right). The bottom panel shows sample autocorrelations of prices, forecasting errors, and
residuals from an estimated AR(1) model

SAC-learning process has converged to an SCEE, because a sufficiently high noise
level prevents the agents from discovering that their perceived linear law of motion
is misspecified.
It is useful to discuss the volatility of price fluctuations in these three examples of
SAC-learning . Although the noise level in the example of the steady state SCEE in
Fig. 6 is larger than or equal to the noise level in the two examples of ‘noisy 2-cycle’
SCEE, the amplitude of the price fluctuations of the steady state SCEE is about half
the amplitude of the price fluctuations in the ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE. This shows that
a boundedly rational SAC-learning equilibrium – such as a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE –
may cause excess volatility in price fluctuations compared to the benchmark of an
REE.14 Bullard and Duffy (2001) have also discussed the importance of excess
volatility due to learning processes.

14

Note that a steady state SCEE is also an REE.
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Fig. 8 SAC-learning in the stochastic OG-economy with initial states p0 D ˛0 D 2:25 and
ˇ0 D 1 and with t uniformly distributed on the interval Œ2:5; 2:5. Prices (top left), expected
prices (top middle), forecast errors (top right), and the belief parameters ˛t (middle left) and ˇt
(middle right). The bottom panel shows sample autocorrelations of prices, forecasting errors, and
residuals from an estimated AR(1) model

5.3 Graphical Analysis of the Temporary Law of Motion
We have seen two possible outcomes of the SAC-learning process in the Grandmont
(1985) specification of the OG-model with noise: convergence to a steady state
SCEE or convergence to a (first order) ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE. The SAC-learning
dynamics (14)–(16) is a high-dimensional, nonlinear system, which is difficult to
analyze analytically. A simple and intuitive graphical analysis however can explain
why, depending on the initial states of the learning process and the realizations of
the noise, both possibilities occur with positive probability. To this end consider the
temporary law of motion of the deterministic model, G˛t ;ˇt , as shown in Fig. 9, and
recall that the equilibrium price pt C1 in period t C 1 is given by G˛t ;ˇt .pt /. The
SAC-learning process may be viewed as a 1-dimensional dynamical system with a
slowly changing temporary law of motion G˛t ;ˇt . The initial state .p0 ; ˛0 ; ˇ0 / and
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Fig. 9 Graphs of the
temporary actual laws of
motion G˛t ;ˇt (top) and its
.2/
second iterate G˛t ;ˇt (bottom)
for ˛t D 2:2 and
ˇt D 0:4; ˇt D 0:5, and
ˇt D 0:6

the initial phase of the SAC-learning process are critical since, in the early stage, the
temporary law of motion is most sensitive to new observations. Figures 9 illustrates
.2/
the graphs of the function G˛;ˇ and its second iterate G˛;ˇ for ˛ D 2:2 and three
different values of ˇ: ˇ D 0:4; ˇ D 0:5, and ˇ D 0:6. Notice that these
values for ˛ and ˇ have been chosen close to the values of the initial phase of the
SAC-learning process in Figs. 6–8. For ˇ D 0:4 and ˇ D 0:5, the temporary
law of motion has a (globally) stable steady state around p D 1:7, and prices thus
tend to converge. However, for ˇ D 0:6, the temporary law of motion has an
unstable steady state and a stable 2-cycle with values close to 0:5 and 4:5. Hence,
for ˛t  2:2 and ˇt  0:6 prices will oscillate up and down, which will lead to a
further decrease of ˇt .15 If, in the initial phase of the learning process, ˇt becomes
small enough, say ˇt  0:6, then the SAC-learning process is likely to lock into
a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE. If on the other hand, ˇt  0:5 in the initial phase, price
fluctuations are stable and the SAC-learning process converges to a steady state
SCEE. Both the steady state SCEE and the ‘noisy 2-cycle CEE’ can therefore occur
with positive probability.

15

The reader should have a look at the time series of the learning parameters ˛t and ˇt in Figs. 6–8
again. In these simulations, in the initial phase of the learning process 1:8  ˛t  3, whereas
0:6  ˇt  0:2.
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It is interesting to note that Bullard and Duffy (1998) investigate the same
OG-model with a population of artificial, heterogeneous, adaptive agents whose
forecasting rules are updated by a genetic algorithm. They find that for high
values of 2 , for which many chaotic perfect foresight equilibria exist, in most
of the cases the agents learn to coordinate on two simple equilibria: either on
the monetary steady state or on the (noisy) perfect foresight 2-cycle. Also in the
experimental heterogeneous agents OG-model of Marimon, Spear, and Sunder
(1993) coordination on the steady state and a (noisy) 2-cycle are the observed
outcomes. Our results for SCEE provide a possible theoretical explanation of
these results. In none of our simulations we observed convergence to one of the
many complicated, chaotic perfect foresight trajectories that exist. Simple AR(1)
forecasting rules and SCEE may thus explain why, in a world of adaptive agents,
coordination on a simple steady state or a noisy 2-cycle are more likely to occur.
Another interesting feature of the SAC-learning process, suggested by the graphical analysis above, is that the adaptive learning process exhibits path dependence.
If both long run outcomes, steady state SCEE and ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE, occur
with positive probability, the initial realizations of the random shocks t may be
critical in determining to which of the two long run outcomes the process will settle
down. Indeed we have observed in our numerical simulations that for the same initial
state .p0 ; ˛0 ; ˇ0 /, different realizations of the random shocks may lead to different
long run outcomes.16 This path dependence of SAC-learning has similar features
as nonlinear urn process, proposed by Arthur, Ermoliev, and Kaniovski (1987) to
model ‘lock in’ effects due to technological change. In these models of technological
change, the two competing attractors are both steady states and the process locks
into one of the two different steady states, one superior and one inferior technology.
In contrast, for the SAC-learning process the competing attractors are of a different
kind, a steady state SCEE versus a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE, and the adaptive learning
process locks into one of them depending upon the initial state and the random
shocks.

5.4 Example of a First Order Chaotic CEE and its Robustness
to Noise
In the previous subsection we have seen that, for constant elasticity utility functions,
chaotic CEE do not occur as the long run outcome of the SAC-learning process.
The purpose of this subsection is to construct a utility function for which the long
run outcome of the SAC-learning process in the OG economy is a first order chaotic

16
For example, for the initial state .p0 ; ˛0 ; ˇ0 / D .2:25; 2:25; 1/ as in the simulation of the
‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE in Fig. 8, for different realizations of the random shocks t we have indeed
also observed converge to the steady state SCEE of Fig. 6. OLS-learning in this model exhibits the
same type of path dependence.
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CEE and to study the sensitivity of this first order chaotic CEE under dynamic noise.
Except for the utility function, the OG-model is exactly the same as in the previous
subsection.
p
Each agent maximizes
his separable utility function (25), with V1 .x/ D 2 x
p
and V2 .x/ D W .x/= l  , where

W .x/ D

8
ˆ
<



M=d
R

.M=d /e d e M=z =. z/ dz if x 2 .0; M=d ;

x

:̂

.x  M=d /=

if x 2 .M=d; C1/

and where ; , and d are parameters. As before, we denote the money supply be
M and the labor endowment by l  . Note that V1 is defined as in (31) with 1 D
1=2. Both V1 and V2 are increasing, continuously differentiable, and concave for
all x 2 .0; C1/. We will demonstrate that for this choice of the utility function,
the function G in (29) has a tent shape when l  is sufficientlyp
large, as illustrated
in p
Fig. 10. To this end first observe that (28) and V1 .x/ D 2 x imply v1 .x/ D
x= l   x and therefore
v1
1 .y/ D .y=2/

hp
i
y 2 C 4l   y :

p
Furthermore, v2 .x/ D xV20 .x/ D xW 0 .x/= l  . The function G in (29) therefore
becomes
G.p/ D

D

v1
1



M

p 
M W 0 .M=p/=Œp l  
p
2p l 

W 0 .M=p/

hp
p i:
.M=p/2 ŒW 0 .M=p/2 = l  C 4l   .M=p/W 0 .M=p/= l 

Since the function W does not depend on l  it follows from the above equation that
lim G.p/ D

l  !C1

p
:
W 0 .M=p/

Moreover, using the definition of W we obtain
0



W .M=p/ D

1=
if p < d;
pe .pd / =. d / if p  d:

Combining these results we obtain

lim G.p/ D

l  !C1

p
. d /e

.pd /

if p < d;
if p  d:
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Fig. 10 The graph of the
function G for
M D 0:25; D 2:5,
d D 2;  D 2, and several
values of l  . The graph
labelled ‘limit’ is the limit as
l  approaches C1

The graph of the function G is shown in Fig. 10 for several values of l  . In the limit,
the slope of the graph to the left of the kink is equal to , whereas the slope to the
right depends on the parameter  and the critical point is given by the parameter d .
Since no restrictions are placed on these parameters one can generate tent-shaped
maps that are tilted to either side of the critical point.
We will consider a typical example of the SAC-learning process in this
OG-model, with the parameters fixed at  D 2; d D 2; l  D 10; D 2:5, and
M D 0:25, with and without noise. Figure 11 presents a numerical simulation of
the SAC-learning dynamics without noise, showing 2; 000 observations of the time
series of realized prices pt , forecasts pte , forecasting errors t , the sample average
˛t , and the sample autocorrelation coefficient ˇt . Prices fluctuate irregularly,
with seemingly unpredictable forecasting errors. The sample mean ˛t converges
to ˛   2:24 and the sample autocorrelation ˇt converges to ˇ   0:77.
Figure 11 also shows the sample autocorrelation plots of prices, forecasting errors,
and residuals from an estimated AR(1) model. The sample autocorrelation plot
of prices exhibits a regular up and down oscillatory pattern, that is, the sample
autocorrelation coefficients do not decrease exponentially as the lag increases but
the amplitude of up and down oscillations stays more or less constant. In particular,
we do not have j .p0 / D .ˇ  /j for all j . This shows that the SAC-learning process
does not converge to a CEE. This finding is corroborated by the observation that
forecasting errors also exhibit significant autocorrelations. Based on linear statistical
techniques, agents would thus be able to discover regularities in forecasting errors
and conclude that their model is misspecified. On the other hand, the first order
sample autocorrelation coefficient converges to its correct value ˇ  , so that the
situation qualifies as a first order chaotic CEE.17

17
See also Jungeilges (2007) for a similar example in the cobweb framework, where under SAClearning the first order sample autocorrelation coefficient may converge to its correct value ˇ while
higher order sample autocorrelation coefficients need not converge to the correct values ˇ j . In
a related paper Tuinstra (2003) shows that, under OLS-learning in an OG-model with money
growth and inflation, ‘beliefs equilibria’ may arise where the first order autocorrelation coefficient
converges while prices fluctuate on a quasi-periodic or chaotic attractor. A beliefs equilibrium is
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Fig. 11 Convergence of SAC-learning process to a chaotic first order CEE. Top panel: time
series of realized prices, forecasts, and forecasting errors; middle panel: time series of the sample
average ˛t and the sample autocorrelation ˇt ; bottom panel: sample autocorrelation plots of prices,
forecasting errors, and residuals from an estimated AR(1) model

Figure 12 presents a graphical explanation of the observed long run outcome of
the SAC-learning dynamics, showing the graphs of the limiting actual law of motion
.2/
.4/
.16/
G˛;ˇ , its second iterate G˛;ˇ , its fourth iterate G˛;ˇ , and its 16-th iterate G˛;ˇ for the
limiting values of the SAC-learning process ˛ D 2:24 and ˇ D 0:77. The graphs
.2/
of G˛;ˇ and G˛;ˇ show that prices jump back and forth between two disjoint intervals
which, in turn, implies that the price process has long memory. The fact that the
.16/
16-th iterate G˛;ˇ is expanding (i.e. its derivative always exceeds one in absolute
value) implies that the dynamics is chaotic and exhibits sensitive dependence on
initial conditions. Chaotic dynamics jumping back and forth between two disjoint

in fact a first order CEE, where agents have fitted the correct regression line to a quasi-periodic or
chaotic attractor.
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.2/

Fig. 12 Graphs of the implied actual law of motion G˛;ˇ (top left), its second iterate G˛;ˇ (top
.4/
G˛;ˇ

(bottom left), and its 16-th iterate
right), its fourth iterate
SAC-learning process ˛ D 2:24 and ˇ D 0:77

.16/
G˛;ˇ ,

for the limiting values of the

intervals explains the oscillatory pattern in sample autocorrelations of prices with
long range autocorrelations.
As a next step we add dynamic noise to the model. Figure 13 shows numerical
simulation of the same OG-model buffeted with dynamic noise, normally distributed
with standard deviation D2. Prices fluctuate irregularly, with seemingly unpredictable forecasting errors. The sample mean ˛t converges to ˛   2:6 and the
sample autocorrelation ˇt converges to ˇ   0:6. The sample autocorrelation
plot of prices exhibits a regular up and down oscillatory pattern but long memory
has disappeared and the autocorrelation plot seems to decrease exponentially fast
very much like the autocorrelation function of an AR(1) process. Forecasting errors
exhibit no significant autocorrelations.18 Estimation of an AR(1) model on past
prices yields estimates ˛ D 2:65 and ˇ D 0:6 with uncorrelated residuals. Hence,
in the presence of noise the SAC-learning process seems to converge to an SCEE
and the null hypothesis of an AR(1) model cannot be rejected.
Figure 14 shows the graph of the deterministic part of the limiting law of motion
.2/
G˛;ˇ and its second iterate G˛;ˇ for the limiting values of the SAC-learning process

18

The first order autocorrelation coefficient is significant, but recall that first order autocorrelation
can not be exploited, since agents have to make a 2-period ahead forecast.
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Fig. 13 Convergence of SAC-learning process to a ‘noisy 2-cycle CEE’. Parameters and initial
states are as in Fig. 12, but dynamic noise has been added. Top panel: time series of realized prices,
forecasts, and forecasting errors; middle panel: time series of the sample average ˛t and the sample
autocorrelation ˇt ; bottom panel: sample autocorrelation plots of prices, forecasting errors, and
residuals from an estimated AR(1) model

with noise, i.e., ˛ D 2:65 and ˇ D 0:6. The reader should compare these graphs
to the implied actual law of motion in the case without noise as shown in Fig. 12.
Dynamic noise clearly has affected the limiting law of motion. In the presence of
.2/
noise, the limiting law of motion G˛;ˇ is less steep and the second iterate G˛;ˇ has
two stable fixed points, indicating that the long run SAC-learning dynamics with
noise has converged to a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE.
To summarize, in the deterministic case the SAC-learning converges to a chaotic
first order CEE. Although the first order autocorrelation coefficient ˇt converges,
forecasting errors still exhibit significant autocorrelations at higher order lags and
the null hypothesis that the time series is generated by an AR(1) model is rejected.
Careful boundedly rational agents are therefore able to discover that their perceived
law of motion is misspecified. In the presence of noise however, the misspecification
becomes harder to detect. With a fair amount of noise, the SAC-learning process
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.2/

Fig. 14 Graphs of the implied actual law of motion G˛;ˇ and its second iterate G˛;ˇ , for the
limiting values of the SAC-learning process with noise ˛ D 2:65 and ˇ D 0:6.

converges to a ‘noisy 2-cycle’ SCEE. Consequently, by using linear statistical tools
only, agents would not be able to reject the null hypothesis that prices are generated
by a stochastic AR(1) process.

6 Concluding Remarks
There seems to be a growing consensus among economists that the rational
expectations hypothesis implies extremely strong rationality of economic agents,
and that deviations from full rationality need to be explored. The merit of studying
REE is that they form a natural benchmark and discipline research, as nicely
expressed in the saying that there is only one way (or perhaps a few ways) one
can be right. Stated more formally, in an REE beliefs have to coincide with the
implied actual law of motion which puts strong restrictions upon agents’ beliefs. In
contrast, researchers using the assumption of bounded rationality are usually forced
to make ad hoc assumptions because there are many ways one can be wrong. In
an equilibrium under bounded rationality beliefs and their implied laws of motion
typically do not coincide leaving room for a “wilderness of bounded rationality”.
Recent work on bounded rationality may be seen as, what Sargent (1999) calls a
search for approximate REE, where differences between a belief and its implied
actual law of motion are in some sense hard to detect from time series observations.
A good theory of bounded rationality then should be able to say which of the
approximate REE are more likely than others.
SCEE is an equilibrium concept where the perceived law of motion is linear
and the implied actual law of motion is a nonlinear stochastic process with the
same linear statistical properties, i.e., with the same unconditional mean and
autocovariance structure. A nice feature of our SCEE framework is that the class
of perceived laws of motion is simple and seems to be natural, at least as a starting
point. SCEE puts discipline on the forecasting rules, since there are only a few linear
forecasting rules which are right. The main theorem in this paper shows that SCEE
is always an approximate REE in the sense that forecasting errors are unbiased and
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uncorrelated. In an example OG-model with infinitely many periodic and chaotic
REE, we have seen that SAC-learning selects simple equilibria, namely either a
steady state SCEE or a noisy 2-cycle SCEE. These simple equilibria may be the
most plausible approximate REE, on which a large group of agents can coordinate.
An attractive feature of the SCEE concept is the simplicity of the linear
forecasting rules. Simplicity of a forecasting strategy should make coordination by
a large population of agents on that particular rule more likely. It may be useful to
compare SCEE with sunspot equilibria, as surveyed, e.g., by Guesnerie (2001). Selffulfilling sunspot equilibria occur if all agents coordinate, or learn to coordinate,
their beliefs on the same stochastic sunspot variable and if such a belief becomes
self-fulfilling. In his elegant paper “learning to believe in sunspots” Woodford
(1990) has shown that for an open set of initial states adaptive learning processes
such as OLS-learning may converge to sunspot equilibria. Due to randomness, selffulfilling sunspot equilibria may be very complicated however, and coordination
on an irregular sunspot variable, even if possible with positive probability, seems
unlikely in a heterogeneous world with many boundedly rational agents. SCEE are
based on simple linear rules and are therefore much simpler equilibria than most
sunspot equilibria, and coordination on a simple SCEE thus seems more likely than
coordination on a complicated sunspot equilibrium. Stated differently, learning to
believe in linearity seems more likely than learning to believe in sunspots.
In this paper we have focussed on SCEE with a linear AR(1) forecasting rule.
It would be interesting to investigate a generalized form of SCEE in which agents
use a simple linear forecasting rules derived from an AR(k) model with k  2.
A particularly interesting question is whether SCEE based on an AR(2) model exist
in which the actual implied law of motion has a stable period-q cycle with q > 2, a
quasi-periodic attractor, or a strange attractor. Stochastic linear AR(2) models often
yield a good fit for (detrended) macroeconomic data. An SCEE with a linear AR(2)
rule thus may be a boundedly rational equilibrium concept explaining this stylized
fact of macroeconomics.
An important caveat concerning SCEE is that we have assumed that agents
cannot distinguish between any two processes with the same mean and autocorrelation coefficients. One might argue that there exist simple nonlinear time series
techniques which could easily distinguish between the realizations of the unknown
nonlinear actual law of motion and the linear stochastic perceived law of motion. In
fact, for the simple OG-models presented in this paper, a simple phase space plot
.pt 1 ; pt / would reveal immediately that prices are generated by a 1-dimensional
(chaotic) map and not by a stochastic AR(1) model. Figure 15 shows scatter plots of
.pt 1 ; pt / of the SAC-learning process in the OG-model of Sect. 5.4, both without
noise (left figure) and with noise (right figure), with an estimated regression line
fitted to the observed data. When there is no noise, the simple scatter plot clearly
reveals the tent-shaped graph of the limiting law of motion, and boundedly rational
agents employing such a plot could improve their forecast. We emphasize though
that these techniques are sensitive to the introduction of noise as illustrated in
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Fig. 15 Scatter plots of the time series .pt1 ; pt / generated by the SAC-learning process in the
OG-model of Sect. 5, without noise (left) and with dynamic noise (right), with estimated regression
line to observed data

the right plot in Fig. 15.19 In the presence of (small) dynamic noise, the graph of
the limiting law of motion becomes invisible. Hence, in the presence of (small)
dynamic noise the implied limiting law of motion becomes hard to detect and an
estimated linear regression line may yield the most reasonable, boundedly rational
forecast. There may be other, more sophisticated nonlinear time series techniques
that could improve forecasting performance, but we would like to emphasize that it
seems unlikely that many different agents would coordinate on the same nonlinear
technique, especially when there is a simple linear rule that performs reasonably
well.
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The scatter plot technique works very well for 1-dimensional systems but becomes less informative for higher-dimensional systems. Brock, Hsieh, and LeBaron (1991), Brock and Dechert (1991)
and Barnett et al. (1998) contain extensive discussions of the sensitivity to increasing dimension
and the sensitivity to noise of nonlinear time series embedding methods.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Recursive form of SAC-Learning
P
P
Define nt D ti D0 .pi  ˛t /2 and zt D ti 1
D0 .pi  ˛t /.pi C1  ˛t /. Obviously, we
have ˇt D zt =nt for all t. The actual dynamics (16) can therefore be written as
pt D ˚1 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t /
WD F .˛t 1 C .zt 1 =nt 1 /2 .pt 1  ˛t 1 /; t /:
Together with (14) this implies
˛t D ˚2 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t ; t/
WD

t
1
˛t 1 C
˚1 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t /:
t C1
t C1

Finally, it is straightforward to verify that
nt D ˚3 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t ; t/
t
WD nt 1 C
Œ˛t 1  ˚1 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t /2
t C1
and
zt D ˚3 .pt1 ; ˛t1 ; nt1 ; zt1 ; t ; t; p0 /
WD zt1 C Œ˚1 .pt1 ; ˛t1 ; nt1 ; zt1 ; t /  ˛t1  ˚4 .pt1 ; ˛t1 ; nt1 ; zt1 ; t ; t; p0 /;

where
˚4 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t ; t; p0 /
D pt 1 C

t 2 C 3t C 1
p0
1

˛t 1 
˚1 .pt 1 ; ˛t 1 ; nt 1 ; zt 1 ; t /:
t C1
.t C 1/2
.t C 1/2

The above equations provide a recursive form of the SAC-learning dynamics.

Appendix 2: Existence of First Order SCEE
Before we can prove Theorems 8 and 9, we need a few auxiliary results.
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First Order Coefficient
Let assumptions A1–A3 be satisfied and denote the invariant probability distribution
mentioned in A3 by . As has been discussed in the main text, the transition function
for the stochastic difference equation pt D F0;ˇ .pt 1 / C t can be expressed in the
form
Z


Q.p; A/ D
' p 0  F0;ˇ .p/ dp 0 ;
A

where ' is the density function of t . Furthermore, the unconditional first order
autocorrelation coefficient of the stochastic process is given by
RR
1 D

p 0 p Q.p; dp 0 / d.p/
R
D
p 2 d.p/

RR



p 0 p ' p 0  F0;ˇ .p/ dp 0 d.p/
R
:
p 2 d.p/

The following lemma gives an lower bound on the first order autocorrelation
coefficient of .pt /C1
t D0 in terms of its variance and the probability that pt is far away
from 0.
Lemma 2. For every A > 0 it holds that
A
1
 R 2
P.jpt j > A/:
F0;ˇ .A/
p d.p/
R
R
Proof. Define g.p/DpF0;ˇ .p/=F0;ˇ .A/. Since '.p/ dpD1 and p '.p/ dpD0,
we have
ZZ
ZZ
 0
 0


0
p p ' p  F0;ˇ .p/ dp d.p/ D
p p 0 C F0;ˇ .p/ '.p 0 / dp 0 d.p/
Z
D F0;ˇ .A/

g.p/ d.p/:

Note that g.p/ is even, positive for all p ¤ 0 and equal to 0 at p D 0. Moreover, it
is nondecreasing on the positive real axis. We have therefore
F0;ˇ .A/1

ZZ



p 0 p ' p 0  F0;ˇ .p/ dp 0 d.p/ D 2

Z

Z

A

g.p/ d.p/ C 2
Z

2

0

C1

g.p/ d.p/
A

C1

g.p/ d.p/

(33)

A

Z

 2A

C1

d.p/:
A

The first inequality follows from g.p/ > 0 for all p > 0, and the second one from
g.p/  g.A/ D A for all p > A > 0. Because of the definition of 1 and because
R C1
of 2 A d.p/ D P.jpt j > A/, the proof of the lemma is complete.
t
u
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Moments
The following lemma gives estimates for all unconditional even moments of the
process .pt /C1
t D0 .
Lemma 3. Suppose that Ent exists and that a and b are as specified in A2. Then it
follows that
!n
p
Z
n
n
E
b
C
t
:
p n d.p/ 
1a
Proof. Note that E2mC1
D 0 for all m 2 N. Let ˇ be fixed, and set f D F0;ˇ .
t
For n even, we have
!
Z
Z
Z
n
X
n
n
n
nk
Et
p d.p/ D Œf .p/ C  './ d d.p/ D
f .p/k d.p/
k


n X
k
X

n
k

kD0 j D0

!

kD0

!

k j kj nk
a b Et
j

Z
jpjj d.p/

n

Recall that for 0  j  n, it follows from Jensen’s inequality that EjX jj j 
EjX jn : In particular we have for n even that
EjX jj  .EX n /j=n :
Putting

Z
D

(34)

1=n

p n d.p/

D .Ent /1=n

;

and using (34) yields that
n

k
n X
X
n

k
j D0
kD0

This implies obviously that

!

!
k j kj
a b
j

a CbC


j

nk

D .a C b C /n :

and, consequently, that

bC
:
1a

Thus, the lemma is proved.
The next lemma provides an estimate for the quantity P.jt j > A/.
Lemma 4. Assume that the fourth moment E4t is finite. If A2  E2t , then

t
u
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E2t  A2
p
E4t

P.jt j > A/ 

!2
:

Proof. Let us denote the moments E2t and E4t by  2 and 4 , respectively, and the
probability P.jt j > A/ by  2 . Furthermore, we denote the interval ŒA; A by U
and its complement by U c . Then, using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we find
Z

Z

 D

 './ d C

2

2

2 './ d
Uc

U

sZ

sZ

Z
A

'./ d C

2

'./ d

4 './ d D A2 .1   2 / C  2 :

Uc

U

Rewrite this inequality as
2 

2

C
A2

 2  A2
 0;
A2

and note that it implies
1 2


2 A2


r

 2  A2
2

1 4
 2  A2
1 2

D
4 A4
A2
2 A2

r
1

1

4A2
4

!
. 2  A2 /

I

in the last line, the familiar inequality
the lemma.

p
1 C x  1 C 12 x has been used. This proves
t
u

Invariant Density
From here on, we restrict attention to the case that the invariant probability
distribution  is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue density dp,
and moreover that the invariant probability density (or Jacobian)
D d= dp
is continuously differentiable with respect to p. This will always be the case if
both F0;ˇ and the probability density ' of t are smooth functions.
If the origin p D 0 is a hyperbolic repeller for the dynamical system p 7!
0
F0;ˇ .p/, that is, if jF0;ˇ
.0/j > 1, and if the variance of the noise term t is
sufficiently small, it seems reasonable to expect that the invariant probability
distribution of the process pt D F0;ˇ .pt 1 / C t has little mass around the
origin p D 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 16: there will be only very little probability
mass in the interval ŒA; A.

Consistency of Linear Forecasts in a Nonlinear Stochastic Economy
Fig. 16 Illustration of g.p/
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A p*

p

The next, rather technical, lemma makes this precise. We shall restrict here our
attention to the case that F0;ˇ is differentiable and strictly monotonic. In order to
be able to deal with the two cases F0;ˇ increasing or decreasing simultaneously, we
consider the second iterate g.p/ D F0;ˇ .F0;ˇ .p//, which is always an increasing
function. In fact, we shall require that g satisfies the following definition.
Definition 4. Let > 1; ı > 0 and  > 0. A function f W R ! R is said to be of
type . ; ı; / with first fixed point p > 0, if
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

f is differentiable, strictly monotonic and odd;
f .f .p // D p .
jf 0 .p/j > if jpj < ı and jf 0 .p/j < 1 if jp  p j < ı.
jf .p/  pj >  for all p 2 Œı; p  ı.
jf 0 .p/j >  for all p 2 .0; p /.

Note that the following lemma is ‘uniform’ with respect to the precise shape
of F0;ˇ ; this will be used later on.
Lemma 5. For every

> 1; ı > 0;  > 0, A > 0 and " > 0, there is
0 D 0 . ; ı; ; A; "/ > 0;

such that the following holds.
Let p > A and let F0;ˇ be of type . ; ı; / with first fixed point p . If  is the
invariant measure of the process pt D F0;ˇ .pt 1 / C t and if E2t < 02 , then
.ŒA; A/ < ":
Proof. For notational simplicity we write f instead of F0;ˇ throughout this proof.
We shall construct increasing sequences of intervals Un ; Vn , such that Vn 
Un  VnC1 , and we will recursively estimate max j'.p/j on these intervals using
the integral equation representation of the stochastic process.
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Let U0 D .ı; ı/. Then jf 0 .p/j  > 1 for all p 2 U0 . Define intervals Un
recursively by Un D f .Un1 /; note that Un1  Un and that their union satisfies
1
[

Un D .p ; p /:

nD0

In particular U1 D .jf .ı/j; jf .ı/j/.
Set  D .jf .ı/j  ı/=2 and define first
V1 D .ı  ; ı C / ;
and then, recursively, Vn D f .Vn1 /. We have that
Vn  Un  VnC1 :
Denote by d.Un ; {VnC1 / the distance between Un and the complement {VnC1
of VnC1 ; particularly
d.U0 ; {V1 / D :
Recall that we assumed that the invariant probability density D d=dp of pt
is continuously differentiable. Let moreover .p/ be the probability density of the
stochastic variable f .pt 1 /. The transformation formula for probabilities yields
 1 
f .p/ j.f 1 /0 .p/j D

.p/ D

.f 1 .p//
jf

0 .f 1 .p//j

:

From this it follows that
max .p/ 

p2Vn

maxp2Vn1 .p/
:
minp2Vn1 jf 0 .p/j

The equality pt D f .pt 1 / C t is equivalent to the integral equation
Z
.p/ D

'.p  p/.
Q p/
Q dp:
Q

We find consequently for n  0 that
Z
max .p/ D max

p2Un

p2Un

'.p  p/.
Q p/
Q dpQ
Z

Z
'.p  p/.
Q p/
Q dpQ C max

D max
p2Un



VnC1

p2Un

maxp2Vn .p/
C '.d.Un ; {VnC1 //:
minp2Vn jf 0 .p/j

'.p  p/.
Q p/
Q dpQ
{VnC1

(35)
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Analogously, we find for n  0 that

max

p2VnC1

.p/ 

maxp2Un .p/
C '.d.VnC1 ; {UnC1 //:
minp2Un jf 0 .p/j

(36)

From these inequalities, we already obtain a result for n D 0. For if we recall that
min jf 0 .p/j  ;

p2U0

inequality (36) implies that
.p/

maxp2U0

max .p/  max .p/ 

p2U0

p2V1

C './;

and consequently that
max .p/ 

1

p2U0

'./:

Let N > 0 be such that UN 1  ŒA; A  UN . Note that N an upper
bound of N can be given in terms of ı; ; p ;  and A. Let moreover d D
min0nN d.{Vn ; Un / and recall that  < minp2.p ;p / jf 0 .p/j. By recursively
applying estimates (35) and (36), it follows that
max

p2UN

.p/   2N max .p/ C '.d /
p2U0

  2N
  2N

1

2N
X

 j

j D0

'./ C '.d /

 j

j D0


1

2N
X

C

recalling from (22) the inequality '.d / 
small then yields the lemma.

1
1

2 2
3
3  =d .



' minfd  ; g ;
Choosing 0 > 0 sufficiently
t
u

Lemma 6. For any given constants C; pN > 0, there is a 0 > 0 such that the
following holds. If the map f WR ! R is differentiable, odd, strictly increasing,
such that f 0 .0/ > 0 and f 00 .p/ < 0 for all p > 0, and if
C 1  f .3/ .p/  C

forall jpj < p;
N

then the process
pt D f .ˇ 2 pt 1 / C t
has a nontrivial SCEE.
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Proof. Introduce the stochastic variables qt D ˇ 2 pt . Note that the process .qt / has
the same autocorrelation coefficients as .pt /. The qt satisfy
qt D ˇ 2 f .qt 1 / C ˇ 2 t

(37)

for all t. Consider first the deterministic system q 7! ˇ 2 f .q/. Note that q D 0 is a
fixed point of this system, and putting f 0 .0/ D and f .3/ .0/ D 6c, we have that
ˇ 2 f .q/ D ˇ 2 q  cˇ 2 q 3 C ˇ 2 q 5 r.q 2 ; ˇ 2 /I
here r is a smooth function. For 0 < ˇ 2  1  1, there will be two other fixed
points ˙q , solutions of the equation
q4
ˇ2  1
2
r:
D
q

cˇ 2
c
Invoking the implicit function theorem, we obtain
s

ˇ2  1
C
cˇ 2

q D

:

Lemma 7. Let assumptions A2 and A3 hold. We have for arbitrary A > 0 that
P.jpt j > A/  P.jt j > A/:
Proof. Note that the invariant measure  satisfies the integral equation
Z
d.p/ D

Z
Q.p;
Q dp/ d.p/
Q D dp

Q d.p/
Q
'.p  F0;ˇ .p//

and that hence
Z
.ŒA; A/ D

A
A

Z

Z

A

C
1

A

Z

1

C

A

'.p  F0;ˇ .p//
Q d.p/
Q dp:

(38)

A

To estimate the right hand side of this expression, the following lemma is needed.
RA
Lemma 8. Let h.s/ D A '.p C s/ dp. Then h.0/  h.s/ for every s  0.
Proof. By definition
Z
h.s/  h.0/ D

ACs
ACs

Z
'.p/ dp 

A

'.p/ dp:
A
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There are two cases to be distinguished: s  2A and s > 2A. For the latter case,
since ' is nonincreasing on the positive real axis, we have '.p/  '.A C s/ for
all p 2 ŒA C s; A C s, while '.p/  '.A/ for all p 2 ŒA; A; hence
Z

Z

ACs

h.s/  h.0/  '.A C s/

A

dp  '.A/
ACs

dp;
A

and since ' is nonincreasing, this is smaller than or equal to 0; this proves the lemma
in this case.
In the case that s  2A, note that
Z

Z

ACs

h.s/  h.0/ D

'.p/ dp 
A

Z

ACs

A

ACs

 '.A/

Z

Z

A

'.p/ dp 

'.p/ dp

A

As

A

dp  '.A/
A

Z

ACs

'.p/ dp D
dp D 0;

As

where the inequality follows from the fact that '.p/  '.A/ for p 2 ŒA  s; A
if s  2A, and that ' is nonincreasing on the positive real axis.
t
u
Returning to the proof of Lemma 7, consider the third term of the right hand
side of (38). Changing the order of integration (note that all arguments are positive
functions), and using Lemma 8, it can be estimated as follows:
Z

1
A

Z

Z

A
A

'.p  F0;ˇ .p//
Q dp

1

'.p/ dp

Z

A

d.p/  qA
Z

Z

A
A

'.p/ dp C .1  2qA /

d.p/:
Q

A

A

A

A

d.p/
Q 

The other terms are treated similarly. Setting qA D
Z

Z

R1
A

.p/ dp, it follows that
Z

A
A

'.p/ dp C qA

A

'.p/ dp
A

A



'.p/ dp
A

This proves the lemma.
We are now ready to prove Theorems 8 and 9.

Proof of Theorem 8
Recall from Lemma 2 that the first autocorrelation coefficient 1 satisfies
A
1

P.jpt j  A/;
F0;ˇ .A/
Ept2

t
u
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for any A > 0. Using Lemmas 3, 4 and 7, as well as the fact that
this is seen to imply that
1
A
F .ˇ 2 A/

1a
b
A

C

!2 
1

A2

2

DA

2

!2

1a
1C

A

b

A2
2

p
p
Ept2  4 Ept4 ,


A2
1 2

2

;

for A2 < E2t . Note that for ˇ02 < c=A, we have jF .ˇ02 A/j > ˇ02 A. Choose A2 D
2
=2.
We have to consider the cases of increasing and decreasing F separately; for
decreasing F , we obtain
1a

ˇ2
1   0
4

1C

!2
:

b

This is smaller than ˇ0 for sufficiently large. On the other hand, since pt C1 and pt
are not perfectly negatively correlated, we have 1 .F0;1 / > 1; hence there is
a ˇ < 0 such that 1 .F0;ˇ / D ˇ . For increasing F the argument is similar, with
only the signs reversed.
The theorem is proved.
t
u

Proof of Theorem 9
Consider first a parameterised family f of the form
f .p/ D p  p C cp 3 C O.p 5 /;
which has the properties that f .p/ D f .p/ and f00 .p/ > 0 for all p > 0.
Let p ./ solve f .p / D p ; we have that
p ./ D

p
=c C O.3=2 /:

The tangent to the graph of f at p D p is the graph of `.p/ D apb, where a D
1  2 C O.2 / and b D 2.=c/1=2 C O.5=2 /. As f was assumed to be convex
on the positive real axis, it follows that there is a constant C > 0 such that
jf .p/j  .1  2 C C2 /p C 2
Setting
that

D

p
4
Ept4 and assuming that

Ept2 

<

0

  1=2
c

C C5=2 :

D C5=2 , it follows from Lemma 3

2.=c/1=2 C C O.5=2 /
2 C O.2 /

2




C O.2 /:
c
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Choose ı > 0 arbitrarily, and set A D p .1  ı/; note that f .A/ < A. By
Lemma 5, there is 0 > 0 such that for  < 0 , we have P.jpt j < A/ < ı.
Taking N D minf0 ; 0 g, Lemma 2 now yields that
1  

A2
.1  ı/  .1  ı/3 C O./:
=c C O.2 /

Let F .p/ D  p C cp
Q 3 C O.p 5 /, and put ˇ D 1 C . Then F0;ˇ .p/ D F .ˇ 2 p/
and
F0;ˇ .p/ D  .1  /2 p C c.1
Q  /3 C O.p 5 /:
Choose  > 0 such that .1  /2 D 1 C  D 1 C 2 . Then, for ı > 0 sufficiently
small, and for > 1 sufficiently close to 1:
1 .F0;ˇ /  .1  ı/3 C O.2 / < 1 C  D ˇ:
Since 1 .F0;1 / > 1, this proves the existence of a first order SCEE also in this
case.
The argument for a family of the form
f .p/ D p C p  cp 3 C O.p 5 /
is similar and is therefore omitted.

t
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